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Mastery in the air combines experience,
skill, initiative, and split- second timing.
Who on the Virginia broadcast scene best
epitomizes these qualities?

...

Who but WMBG
first in Virginia to broadcast
commercial program, first to broadcast
during the daylight hours, first to install a
merchandising department, holder of many firsts.
a

...

Who but WTVR
the South's first television
station, first in the nation to sign an
NBC affiliated contract.

Who but the Havens & Martin Stations,
FIRST STATIONS OF VIRGINIA.

WMBG

AM

WTVR

TV

WCOD

FM

.

/7/;,.)/

Itir;r.?i

Havens and Martin Stations, Richmond 20, Va.
John Blair 8 Company, National Representatives
Affiliates of National Broadcasting Company

31 January 1949

Advertisers, not
stations, must save
BMB

It's up to advertisers and advertising agencies to force continuance
of Broadcast Measurement Bureau surveys.
Stations and networks
that are paying bills are no longer sold on BMB research; and
undercover hacking at Bureau is tremendous.
If BMB is to be saved,
it will have to be buyers, not sellers, of broadcast advertising who
will have to be firemen.

-SR-

Clearchannelbroadcasters start cutting

farm programing

Many clear channel stations are quietly axing farm service broadcast
programs.
Policy decision is to leave this field to stations with
major rural audiences.
In New York, WNBC and WOR have cut early
a.m. farm airings, and policy will be followed out by clear channel
broadcasts in other metropolitan centers.

-SRYankee Web plans
call for decentraliz-

arion

Long term planning is in works at Yankee Network to revitalize owned
and managed station operation.
Change will be gradual but the
"clear- everything -with- Boston" routine is on way out.
Transit -radio
and other expansion plans at local levels are important in future
of Yankee, and local autonomy is essential.

-SR-

Admiral TV show on
two webs because of
shared coaxial cable

Admiral Corporation's "Broadway Revue" is being seen over two net works, not because Admiral particularly wants to buy two stations
in so many cities (8)
but because only by telecasting it on both
NBC and DuMont is it possible for sponsor to network program.
Coaxial cable is shared by two webs on Friday nights.
,

-SRD -F -S

again

leads

agencies using

net-

works

Importance of daytime serial broadcasting is indicated by fact that
in 1948 for 15th year Dancer -Fitzgerald -Sample, Inc., led the
agencies using network time for clients. D -F -S billing was twice
that of number 2 agency, J. Walter Thompson, which billed
$10,399,023.
If program costs were included in agency tabulation,
rank order might change since daytime talent cost is low and nighttime high.
Latter frequently costs twice time fees.

-SRSmall agencies becoming factor in
TV placement

Small agencies, seldom a vital factor in national radio advertising,
Firms like Jackson and Company
are emerging as important in TV.
(N.Y.) with number of home furnishing accounts are already placing
more national selective TV business than radio.
Jackson has Thibaut
Wallpaper on six stations, with many more in view, and expects
that TV is bound to change wallpaper and fabric advertising.
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Consumer surveys
desired by national
advertisers

RE

PORTS...SPONSOR

National advertisers reliance on surveys by local newspaper -radio
stations on consumer preferences was recently indicated when Detroit
News
(WWJ, WWJ -TV) announced it would drop its consumer survey.
Over 901 of members of ANA (Association of National Advertisers)
"regretted" announcement.

-SRJoske's rates third

NRDGA

in

contest

Although Joske's (San Antonio, Texas) was the test store in the NAB
(National Association of Broadcasters) department store promotion,
it ran third among department store sponsorship of "general family"
programs, and third among sponsors of women's programs in recent
NRDGA (National Retail Dry Goods Association) radio advertising
First in family classification was the Hecht Company
competition.
(Washington, D.C.), while first in women's program group was Ed.
Schuster of Milwaukee, Wisc. Joske's also ran third in the farm
program classification with first going to Guggenheimer's of Lynch berg, Va.

-SRNetwork effectiveness
changing

How network effectiveness has changed in areas where all four webs
can be heard with equal quality can best be attested by the 2 -8
January Hooperating report.
On Sunday afternoons (12 -6 p.m.) Mutual
averaged an 8.2 rating, 2.2 points ahead of second network (NBC).
In mornings, Monday through Friday, (8 -12 a.m.) CBS averaged 2.6
In
points better than second web (ABC), which had 4.3 average.
afternoons, Mondays through Fridays, NBC was 1.1 ahead of the second
network, CBS, which rated 5.2.
In total evening rating (Mondays
through Sundays) CBS was leader with .3 of a point ahead of second
NBC still leads on
placer, NBC, which averaged 11.2 for the course.
ABC is
Tuesdays (15.1), Wednesdays (12.9), and Saturdays (11.1).
first on Fridays (10.3) and a close second on Sundays and Wednesdays.

-SR-

Men

still

vital in

consumer buying
habits,

says Crossley

Figures of a recent (1948) survey by Argosy (men's) magazine tend to
offset surveys made on the buying importance of women. Men reported
to Crossley (research) that they influenced buying of cars (911),
life insurance (85 %), air conditioning (76 %), television sets (75 %),
and movie cameras (74 %).
Male surveyees admitted that they had
little influence on buying of washing machines (241), vacuum
cleaners (291), dish washers (297',), and electric blankets (311).
They reported however that, believe it or not, 3.31 owned electric
blankets to 0.81 owning telvision receivers. FM set owners, in the
3,039 personally interviewed panel, represented 4.2%.

-SRWestinghouse claims
its

stratovision

commercially ready

2

Despite fact that no plane has been built especially for stratovision transmission from high flying planes of television programs,
Westinghouse engineers claim that their experiments in conjunction
with Glenn Martin aircraft organization have proved that stratovision is ready for commercial use.
Feeling at Federal Communications Commission does not go along with Westinghouse at this stage
of development.
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... 94.9 Megacycles
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
and KCFM

r.

c

Basic ABC for Mid- America

ONE station
ONE set of call letters
ONE spot on the dial
ONE rate card
Nat ional Representative:
JOHN

E.

PEARSON COMPANY

KCMO Listening Area. Shaded

area indicates

mail response ouncies (476 counties in

KCMG

6 scares).
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CANCELLATION PROBLEM
have read \\'ith interest the ctnt
"pro and con" letters on station promotion of commerical accounts- and
was so impressed by the logic and
reasonableness Of Ilal Davis' letter
December sIo\sOR that I saved it
\yith the intention of quoting from it
in one of my regular reports to station clients.
Then one of the major soap companies suddenly cancelled a nation wide selective campaign on the usual
Iwo weeks' notice. l'ndoubte(lly the
a^tion was dictated bV economic con sideration which could not be disregarded and was in conformity with
the best principles of successful consumer advertising. It hurt-but of
course it couldn't be helped.
But what about the promotional
effort which had been requested of the
stations? (Remember this was selective- -not uetwork.l
Dealer letters,
essay contests, point -of -sale merchandising, extra courtesy announcements.
jingle contests. studio interviews with
district Managers on feature program
such as the daily women's hour, liferI
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-all were involved.
Could the momentum created by all
this promotional effort be cut off on
two weeks' notice?
In response to station reports of
such activity the client wrote glowing
words of praise -letters of congratulation to staff members who participated
in the promotion and formal compliments to station managers who organ ized it.
In some eases these encomiums. tic
sethcr with special photographs of
product (Iispla)s and contest winners,
were published in the January issue
of station newsletters and house organs
which. as you know, have wide conlnnulity circulation. Yet the stations
no longer have a broadcast order on
the product. I'urlhernlorc. they were
ri\en Io understand that the campaign
had been so successful that it would
he possible to open tip new mark( is
w ith the hndgel left over as a result
of the cancellation.
II (htesn'1 take very much imagination to arrive at the conclusion that
perhaps the stations lost their schedules because they did a gOod pronto( Pie(tse turn to pine 30
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in Memphis, Tennessee
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20 TIMES MORE POWERFUL

a

Pulling i»
Million More

¿¡Steners

,

Mr. Time Buyer:

*

Here are the
Vital Statistics
Population served by

WHBQ -2,544,500

st Retail Sales SI 32,251,500

*

Radio Homes 551,353

BMB

and Sales Management Figures

Write, Wire or Phone
for Availabilities

THE WALKER CO.

CHICAGO'S

MOST POWERFUL
COMBINATION:

MARSHALL FIELD STATIONS

*

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY

BY

AVERY -KNODEL

of scarce items. These include railway travel,
long distance telephone calls, theater seats, night club
attendance, etc. Thus far, very little that's constructive has
been done to get the war- inspired taxes reduced. Entertainment unions, railway's "Big Four," and even loosely
organized telephone company employees, are now talking
"going to the people," via broadcast advertising. Capitol
Hill doesn't want to cut any taxes, knowing that if it does
it will have to impose new ones to replace those repealed,
and that means even more headaches than keeping the war taxes on the books.
Lion of use

Touring Industrial Shows Have Official O.K.

Candy Eating Off

Although the candy industry passed the billion-dollar mark
in 19.18 (S1,050.000.000 at wholesale figures), the consumption per capita, according to the Department of Commerce, started tapering off during the year. This is reason
why some candy manufacturers dropped their broadcast
advertising schedules. However, candy industry is planning concerted campaign to advertise candy eating both
with "food" and "taste" appeals. Three great candy firms,
one of which has never used broadcast advertising. are considering television campaigns at present and two will return
to the air this Spring.

Touring industrial shows like Westinghouse's March of
Research., General Motors' New Products, and General
Electric's untitled presentation. will have the blessing of
official Washington. Congressmen and senators will try to
attend openings in their local areas and in big metropolitan
centers, personalities like ex- President Hoover (N.Y.) will
attend presentation. Idea is that government wants industry to try some "sell," and will back all attempts to do it.
When Does "Manufacturing" Start?
Some department in Washington has to watch over consumer interests. Federal Trade Commission has acted
the part for years, but is currently in the position of.what
constitutes a "manufactured product" and what is a "natural product." When problems like this present themselves it's better that a clerk decide than a top commissioner. The clerk may be correct, and the decision affects
the cost of living for everyone throughout the nation.

Oil Available in Abundance

As indicated in SPONSOR'S Fall Facts edition last Summer,
oil is in abundant supply, and more and more money is
being spent to advertise its availability. At the time of
SPONSOR'S exclusive forecast, oil was announced as being in
light supply for fall 1918, but the official oil industry statements have been proved incorrect. Only oil product still
scarce is special fuel for fast -flying planes and new fuels
being used to power secret war devices.

Women's Clothing Up Towards End of 1948
Though Christmas was slow. the dress, suit, and coat industry reported (Bureau of Census) that the third -quarter
of 1948 showed an increase in women's outwear shipments
from New York of 19%. This represented an increase of
$122.000.000 over 1947. New York ships 70% of the nation's total of women's clothing.
NAM to Go Commercial on Air

The National Ass( iation of \lanufaeturers' decision to
switch to commercial broadcasting is based upon fact
that NA \I feels it'll have to do some hard hitting at labor's
requested fourth round of increases. Since labor will be
stressing S100 -a -month pensions in addition to wage increases. Association feels that it wouldn't he permitted to
say anything it wanted to. on a sustaining program.
There'll be no holds barred on the new NAM program.

War Taxes to be Fought
ftntl lalmr and management will combine to fight a numI'cr f taxes which were placed during war to force reduei

6

1

1114x1

iu4b:

Consumer vs. "Public" Interest

Greatest problem in Washington is what's in the "consumer
interest" and what's in the "publie interest." On the surface. "consumer" and "public" are the same; in operation,
there's a world of difference between them. "Consumer"
means just what the name implies. "Public," on the other
hand, includes the source, as well as the man who consumes. The larger concept unfortunately frequently does
not include the smaller.
Coal Selling a Problem
Coal isn't being sold effectively. except by DSH (Delaware
& Hudson) and Blue (D.L.&W.) coal companies. Result is
that John L. Lewis is wondering if it wouldn't be good
policy for his miners to do some selling and to prove to
coal companies that they don't know their business. Two
networks are considering bids by Lewis union on time

purchase.
Home Construction at High

Construction is at a record high, despite fact that it isn't
half of what it should be. Over one billion and a third
was spent to build homes in December. bringing 1948 construction investment to 817,660,000.000. Half of what was
spent, according to Department of Commerce, was traceable to increased costs, but half was actual increase over
a year ago. Broadcast publicity is now focused on new
homes. which means increased dollars to construction
industry.

Ilull1:. 11e
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powLilt
POWER

50,000 watts of
it daytime, 10,000
night

where the people
are, in fast -growing,
rich South Florida

O..
to do the biggest
single selling job
in all Florida

FLORIDA'S ONLY 50,000 WATT STATIO"
+ >4T,0

Represented by Katz
AMM1111F11,1W
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GROWING

MARK E TS
Growing markets are attractive places in which to spend
advertising dollars, especially now when every advertising

dollar must do its capacity job. That's one reason why
discriminating advertisers are concentrating on Southwestern
markets.

No other section of the United States can show,

month after month, the increases which are regularly setting

new records in Tulsa and in other Southwestern markets.

Check the Federal Reserve, Department of Commerce, or
Four own sales figures for the Southwest and you'll see why

this area continues to be the best place for 1949 advertising

concentration!
In 1949 take full advantage of booming markets by using

Oklahoma's Greatest Station, KVOO, whose 50,000 watts
and long established, faithful audience is an unbeatable
combination to get maximum sales results in the Southwest.

EDWARD PETRY

Cr

COMPANY INC., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

NBC AFFILIATE

9

UNLIMITED TIME

SPONSOR

!
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New and renew
New National Selective Business
AGENCY

PRODUCT

SPONSOR

Duff's Baking Mixes W. Earl Bothwell

American Safety Razor Corp

Gem Push -Pak

Federal (N. Y.)

Fisherman's Gadget- Of -TheMonth Club, Inc
General Motors Corp
(Chevrolet Motor Div)
Lever Brothers Co
(Pepsodent Div)
l.ewyt Corp

Fishing gear

Davis -I larrisonSimmonds (I,. A.)
Campbell -Ewald

Olney & Carpenter
RCA -Victor Div of Radio
Corp of America
Re -Dan Packing Co

1919

Chevrolet

20 -30

(Pittsburgh)

(

(Limited nati campaign)
50 -60

(Limited nati campaign)
I

90

.1.

Permanent
Vacuum cleaners

Cadet Dog Food

75-1110

(Nall campaign.

(distr

50 -100

(N. Y.)

(Nat] campaign)
I0 -1.5

(Eastern mkt s)

Red

Mill l'eanut

1919

Studebaker

Butter

Studehaker Corp

TruVal Manufacturers, Inc

Station list

TruVal shirts

set nt present, although

weeks

g.nerallo means

of any 13-week period)

sri

1

a

Lire spots; Jan

Lire, c.t. spots; Jan

W. Wallace Orr

(Phila.)

IN. C.) and Va. ABC star)
73

('leary (Chicago)

(Natl campaign)

McCann-Erickson
(N. Y.)

more may be added later.
13-creek contract with options

30

(Limited natl campaign)

for

d

snrerssire

Sep 19.19

Live spots. annenrt.s; Jan 15; 13
wks
Live, e.t. spots. anncmts; Jan-Feb;
wks
Live. e.t. spots; .tan 20; 13 wks

-3

(Test. Syracuse. N. Y.)

Roche, Williams &

15; 13 wks
E.t. spots, anncmts; alit Apr 1; 13
wks
Local prgms, lire spots; aht Mar 1;
13 wks
Lire. e.t. spots. anneunts; abt Jan
22; 13 wks
.Ian 31; 3 -6
?. t. spots, annemts;
wks
Lire spots, anncmts; Jan 24 thru

12

(Midwestern test)

(N. V.)

by McKesson &
Rohhins, Inc)
Southgate Foods

some co-op

9 -10

(Eastern mkts)

Lee- Murray (N. Y.)

Partir in homemaker prgms; Jan.

1

(Nat' campaign)

Louis A. Smith
(Chicago)
Citrate of magnesia Lawrence Fertig

Salit rate Co

210

campaign)

(Nati campaign)

Detroit)

Walter Thompson
(Chicago)
(licks & (. reist
(N. Y.)
l'herse sticks. snack Fuller & Smith &
items
Ross (N. J.)
45 RPM records
J. Walter Thompson
Rayne Moore

N atl

100-150

Drug products

Ru-Tel Co

(Pitt, -t,ro

Dispenser

CAMPAIGN, start, duration

STATIONS

American Dome Food., Inc

1.: -,reek

14;

13

irks

17;

I
Breakfast in 1(ollyw
(co -op);
TuTh -1:30 pm; Jan 11; 16 wks
Live 10 -min. 15 -min newscasts a:.
sched: Jan 21; 13 wks
E.t. spots. anncmts; Mar 1; 13 wks
1

r.n',rals. II's subjert

tir

to cancellation at

end

New and Renewed Television (Network and Selective)

SPONSOR

AGENCY

PROGRAM, time, start, duration

STATION

American Chicle Co

Badger and Browning &

WNBT, N. Y.

Film anncmts; Jan 5;

Admiral Radio & TV Corp

Milner

Admiral Broadway Revue; Fri

American Tohacco to
I'. Ballantine & Sons

N. W. Ayer
J. Walter Thompson

NISI' -TV net and
DuMont TV net
111'1
N. Y.
('BS -TV net

Botany Worsted Mills

Silberstein-Goldsmith

Weather spots, ;nunrunts: .tan 30;

General Foods Corp
(Maxwell (louse Coffre)
Garrett & Co
(Va. Dare Wines)
Illinois Meat Co (Broadcast
('orned Beef Ilash)

Benton & Bowles

KTLA. L. A.
WIIKB, ('hi.
NB('-TV net

Mersey

\,

52

wks (n)
s 9

pm; Jan 2s;

Film spots; Dee 27; 13 wks (r)
Tournament
m(n)
of Champions: Wed nights
13

Lambs Gamhol; Sun 5:30 -9 pm; Feb 27;

DuMont TV net

Amanda; Th

Liggett & Meyers
Mason, Au & )laggenheimer
Philip Morris & Co

Kenyon & Eckhardt
Newell -Emmett
Moore & llamm
Biow

ABC -TV net

Singing Lady; Sun 6:30 -7 pin; Feb 13:
Film spots; Jan I; 40 wks (r)

Bulova Watch Co

Bmw

Corp
('elomat Corp
(Vu -Scope TV Lens)
E. L. Cournand ('o
(%%'alto TV Lens)
Allen IS. DuMont Labs

Grey

Kellogg Co

-TV, N.

1VENR -TV, Chi.
NBC -TV net

Film spots; .tan 17;
12 -12

13

13

weeks (n)

:15 pm; Jan 27;

13

wks (n)
52

wks (n)

l'hila.
KTLA, L. A.

Geyer, Newell & Ganger

DuMont TV net

Gus Edwards Schooldays; Tu

Edclbrew Brewery
Pioneer Scientific Corp
(Polaroid TV Filter)

Gordon & Mattern
Cayton

AIS(' -TV" net

RCA- Victor Div of Radio
Corp of America

J. Walter Thompson

N IS(' -TV net

1SVD

114`X1

Tracy -Kent

VV'I'TZ,

('arion

iSSIl/`: 711`N

W ENI( -TV, Chi.
1V'NIHT, N. Y.

:11111

sI11111`I I11;111g1`s. N;1111/II;Il

(

n)

pm; Jan 1s; 13 wks Lon)
Your Magic Window; Th 9!9:30 pm; Jan 20; 13 wks In)
Bowling headliners; Sun 10:311 -10:45 pin; Feh 13; 52 nks (n)
Filar spots; Jan 14; 52 wks (n)
Film spots in "Ilopalong Cassidy," Sun aft as silted; Dec i;
26 wks (n)
Film spots; Feb 13; 13 wks (n)
Junior Jamboree; 11TWTF 7 -7:30 pm; J
12; 11 .s ks :n)

It1`111`W1`11

Iil'1/;1111';1S1

Nell' Agency

15

inks (n)

Howdy Doody. Wed 5:45 -6 pm: .tan 12: 13 wks (n)
Film spots; Jan 14; 52 wks (t)
Film spots; Dec 15; 52 wks In)
Time anncmts; Jan 16; 11 wks (n)
Time anncmts; Jan 14. 52 wks (n)
Tinte anncmts; .tan 16; 52 wks (n)
Film annemts; Jan 17; 26 wks (n)
Film spots; Jan 11; 13 wks (n)
Film spots; Jan 4; 13 wks (n)
Film partie wkly in wrestling hunts; Jan 19; 13 wks

1V'\YZ -TV. Detr.
W N IST, N. Y.
WNBT. N. Y.
11'NB). Chi.
KNISH, Holly.
KN1S}I, Holly.
R ('ISS -TV, N. Y.

(r)

wks

(r)

wks

11 'CBS

52

as sched; Jan 19;

w"kns

Ituthrantf & Ryan
Arthur 111eyerhof

111

wks

s

9 -9:30

IIII \1`1'WIII.1%.
S;111`O

A1/1/1Ii111 Men/

S11/III,14/II' 1'(}`1-

I1\1`1.111iVI` C11í111r/`S.

.

J. Reynolds Tohaeto

R.

t':GN-TV, ('hi.

Esty

Co

WCISS-TV, N.

Y.

YCAF'-TV. l'hila.
1'MAR-TV, Balto.

Golden Gloves Tournament; five telecasts as shed hetw Feb
and May Is (station list varies each event); (n)

21

W'O1('-TV, Wash.
11'NAl'-TY, Bost.
W'JIIK-TV, Del r.
WE'S, ('leve.

W'T1J-TV, Milw.
I'iuuot dills

Ranger Joe Cereal Co
1'. J.

Ritter

W'SPD-TV, Toledo
1Vl'TZ., Phila.
W'l'ISS-TV, N. Y.

l'lalte-F'nrbe.
J. D. Tardier

Peter Paul. Inc

(Savar:n ('ogee)
A. Stein & ('o
(Paris Carters)
Toy guidance Council
Warner Co (wallpaper)
Whelan Drug Stores
Zippy Products. Inc

Jan I;
Jan 4;
Jan 4;
Jan 24;

wks
wks
wks
wks

(n)
(n)
(n)
(n)

t'MAL-TV, Wash.

Film
Film
Film
Film

Cecil &

l'resbrey
Cumhinner

WI'T/., Phila.
Y('DS, N. Y.

Film annemts; Jan 3; 26 wks (r)
Film spots; Feb i: 13 wks (n)

Louis A. Smith

AB(' -TV net

Identify; Mon 9 -9:15 pm;

Reiss

ABC -TV

Hooray For flay; Sun 6 -6:30 pm; Mar 6;
Film spots; Feb 17; 13 w-ks (n)
Hotel Broadway; Th 5:30 -9 pm; Jan 20;
Film spots; Feb 1; 52 wks (n)

t'lements

Co

((nod products)
Ronson Art Metal Works
a. A. Sehoenbrunn & Co

spots;
spots;
spots;
spots;

WI'TZ, Phila.

l:e a re-M a rsl on

net

WENIt -T', t'lii.

Jackson
Stanton B. Fisher
Martin & Andrew

DuMont TV net

WPIX, N. Y.

13
13

13
13

Feh

Il;

52

wks (n)
ks In)

52

s

13

wks

(t)

Advertising Agency Personnel Changes
FORMER AFFILIATION

NAME

Bixby -Ilan: ay. Providence R. I., partner
(lancer- Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y.

George T. Bixby
Robert liragarnirk
B. F. Burrell
Cecil Carnes

Suhmarine Signal Co, Boston, ads mer
Radio producer
Benton & Bowles, N. Y.. ace( exec
Russell T. Gray. Chi.. acct exec
Birchen. Chi.
Garfield & Guild. S. F., vp, sr aect exec
John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Co, (Boston
Fuller & Smith & (toss. N. Y.
L. W. Ramsey. ('hi.. vp
Philip Klein. l'hila.. radio dept
Federal. N. Y., prodn mgr
J. Walter Thompson. Chi., prodn control dept

l'hilip A. Cleland
Francis B. Cole
John E. ('rain

Fred ('rawshaw
Robert Wolcott Day
Milton Decker
French I,. Eason
Edward Felhin
George F. Finley

Edward It. Fitzgerald

head
W. Ii. 'loner. ('hi., pub rel dir
Kintner & Kintner. ('hi.
Caterpillar Tractor Co. S. F., nestern ads

Nonne Freeman
Edward A. Grussfeld
Jack W. K. (larger
Less Harrison
Jack Ileggie
George E. (toward
Snowden M. Haut Jr.
Richard Ide
David N. Jones
Ralph D. Kanna
Minnie Kaplan

Alford It. Poyntz, Toronto, acct
Harry E. Foster, Toronto
WONS, Elart(ord Conn., mgr

l.ennen & Mitchell. N. Y., radio dept mgr
Kerr Glass Co, L. A., ads dir
NBC, N. Y., exec asst to vp in cluge TV
Philip Klein. l'hila., pies

lack Kerr
Noran F:. Kersta
Philip Klein
Morton Koshland

Philip Klein. l'hila., sect exec

Scott Leonard
Stephen 1'. Lewis

William M. ()ulster
Albert F. Parini
Lillian F. Parker

Raymond Perry
Curt A. Peterson
Donald J. Powers
Norma Ralhncr
Thomas J. Richards

llcrbert Itingold

11'

Brennan, Houston Tex., radio dir
Saune, vp
C. B. Juneau. L.

Same, vp
Same, timebuyer

Same, radio, TV
rep

A.. acct exec

"harles It. Stuart. S. F., acct exec
Young & Ruhicanu. S. F.. acct exec
H. B. Humphrey. N. Y.. TV dir. radio acct exec
Biow, N. Y.. acet exec
Fletcher D. Richards. Chi.. men
Same. radio dir

(

dir

Edward A. Grussfeld hue..), ('hi., head
Wank & Wank. S. F., arel exec
McCann- Erickson. 11'wood., radio husiness mgr
Same, vp
Alford R. Poyntz, Toronto, radio die

Mogge.Privett, L. A., aect exec
Same, stet exec
Grant. N. Y.. vp, acet exec
Julian Gross, Hartford Conn.. vp in
('amphell- Mithun, Chi., media dir

chu a

radio, TV

tiame, vp in ehge radio. TV
Raymond R. Morgan. 11'wood., acct exec

William II. Weintraub. N. Y., TV dir
Same, chairman of hoard
Same, dir

Deutsch & Shea. N. Y.. radio dir

lames It. 1.unkr
Byron Page Lyman
Russell F. Manney
boise Mark
Craig Maudsley
John J. McSueency
Brewster Morgan
John A. Mullen

Read Hamilton

(:eoge It. Bitchy (new). Irovidence R. 1., head
Itiow, N. Y.. :wet exec
Sutherland Abbott. Boston, acet exec

Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, l'ortland Ore.. acct exec
Young & Itubicam. ('Iii., aect exec
Same. TV bead
Lunke -Maudsley (new). Seattle. partner
Frederick E. Baker. Seattle Wash.. nerd exec, radio dir
131SD &1), N.1'., acct exec
Geyer. Newell & Ganger. Detroit. :sect exec
Mark. Mautuuer & Berman. Nlilw.. exec vp
Luise Mark (new). Miles.. head
Lunke-Maudslcy (new), Seattle, partner
John E. Pearson, N. Y.. slsman
l'edler & Ryan. N. Y.. chief timehuyer
Compton. N. Y.
Same, mgr of video pgnu dis
Doherty. Clifford & Shenlield, N. Y., radio copy dir Sullivan. Stauffer, enlivell & 'Bayles. N. Y., supers, r dinatur radio. TV copy
Rutland. Gilchrist & Clem. Toronto. nett esee
Quality Park. Mnpls.
.telauued- Ilohbs. Mnpls., nett exec
Ilixson- O'Donnell, N. Y., space buyer
Same. media dir
Perry -Scott (nest). L. A.. co-head
Marschalk & Pratt, N. Y., radio dir
Saune. partner
t'aples, ('hi., acri exec
Same. mgr
MGM, 11'wood.
Adolphe Venlawd. 11'wood., :wet exec
WSO1'. Decatur III.
Cox. ('olumhia S. t'.. radio dept head
Philip Klein, l'hila., radio dir
Same, dir
Morton Frenad, N. Y.
Alfred Paul Berger, N. Y., acct exec
L. E. MrGivena. N. Y., vp
Peter Hilton, N. Y., sp, acct exec
McCarty. L. A., acct exec
Perry-Scott (new), L. A.. co -head
United Broadcasting Corp. ('hi.. gen nigr
Walker & Downing. l'ittsh., TV dir
llenry A. Loudon, Boston, media dir
Young & lüibicaun, N. 1.. acct exec
Doherty, Clifford & Shcnfield. N. Y.. acct exec
Federal. N. l'.. acri exec
Same. vp
radio, TV dir
.1. \I. Mathes, N. 1
ABC, N. Y.. TV sls dept
N13t', 11'wood.
Adolphe Weiland, 11'wuud., arel exec
.1. P. Mulkey Co. Detroit. sls mgr
Shutran Mablin, Detroit. tiret exec

Leary.

Sidney Itosendorf
Ilarry It. Schreier
L. Scott
Walter E. Sickles
Lester M. Strong
John C. Strouse
Gilman Sullivan

exec

Bear Creek Orchards. Ore., achy
Brisacher, Wheeler, N. Y.. art dir
Coca-Cola Corp, N. Y., ads mgr

X icbolas Keesely

Bill

NEW AFFILIATION

ight

Hal Wolff
couard It. Woodrnll
1

Station Representation Changes
AFFILIATION

STATION
Columbia
Columbia
Bogota Columbia

11.11:C. Bogota
11.1E1). (Bogota
11.11XF,

KITA.

Salt Lake Pity
LX Oakland Calif.
Tobacco Network. Raleigh N. 1.
W'':) L. Royal Oak Mich.
WC.X1. -FM, Royal Oak lieh.
WHEN, Syrarnse N. Y. (T\')
11'11111 -f Y, Dayton O.
K

11'

\I(: 1.

W'N111

N. Y.

-TV. New (lasen

C

W11OI), Grazed Rapids Mich.
1W1'TZ, Phila. (TV)

Independent
Independent
Independent

AID'

Independent
Independent
Independent

('BS. ABC, DuMont
CBS
Independent

luMont

Independent
NBC -T V

NEW NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
Melchor Guzman. I'. S. & Canada only
Melchor Guzman, U. S. & Canada only
Melchor Guzman. I ". S. & Canada only
George P.

Ilollinghery

Burn -Smith
Fo r joe

riefle nbe rg
Friedenberg
Katz
Katz
Ir

Radin Represent at is e., except N.
Katz
Katz
NBC Spot Sales

WHO

PRODUCES

143 LOCAL LIVE PROGRAMS
PER WEEK!

iiii

,,ft,

Ifttt

4 SCRIPT WRITERS

5 PRODUCERS

5 MUSIC ARRANGERS

.

a
11 NEWS

IIII

DEPT
MEN

tilt

4

FARM SERVICE

DEPT. MEN

mnmmmmntimitfiritirin
WHO is of course prowl of its network (NBC) live programming, which
gives our audience up-to- the -minute,
world -wide coverage of special events.
as well as the talent of outstanding entertainers, etc.
Local live programming, however. is
equally important. Local live programming gives our station individuality in
its program material. individuality in its
performers, and a greater opportunity
for community and regional Public
Service.
The illustration above shows some
interesting statistics on our Programming Department. l'he results of all
this manpower and all these carefully.
planned locally -produced programs,
however, are far more spectacular than
the mere figures:

FIRST. many of R'IIO's locally produced shows get higher Hoopers than competitive network

features;
SECOND, 42.4% of all the daytime

radio families and 61.0% of all
the nighttime radio families in
loua "listen most" to 11' HO, according to the 1948 Iowa Radio Audience Survey.
Write for the complete Survey
ask Free & Peters, Inc.

-or

+ for Iowa PLUS +
Des Moines . . .

50,000

Watts

Col. B. J. Painter. President
P. A. Loyct, Resident Manager
FREE X PETERS, INC.
Nat' al Representatives
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Giant in a hurry..1

A

pair of tap-dancers run through
their capers . .. leaning over his script,
a news analyst commits it to memory.. .
the great mike -boom reaches out,

fishing for the voice of the singer
in the bright pool of light
before the canteras .. .
and marching across the foreground
with superb unconcern,
a workman pushes a wheelbarrow
loaded with plaster.

HERE is a

portrait of a giant in a hurry...

backstage in the production of a miracle,
spinning magic for millions where only yester-

day were thousands.

Here are the new CBS Television studios,

fountainhead of the television shows which
reach larger audiences more often than any

others in television today.
Here is the nerve -center of the expanding
CBS Television network ... one station a year ago

... 29 stations today... constantly

reaching out to more people, more markets. And through such reaching, driving ever
downward the costs of delivering audiences. (Today in New York City a full- dress,
full-hour CBS -TV program delivers more people per dollar than the average full -page,

standard -size newspaper ad.)
Here, the shape of tomorrow's economy is being wired for light and sound.
Here is CBS Television. Here is where you belong.

CBS-TELEVISION
-nou, operating in

?9 markets

for profitable

se//ing-

INVESTIGATE

WDEL
WILMINGTON
DEL.

WGAL
LANCASTER
PENNA.

Donald Ilitntiorll

WKBO

I><

President
Ralston Purina Co., St. Louis, Mo.

HARRISBURG
PENNA.

WORK
YORK
PENNA.

WRAW
READING
PENNA.

WEST
EASTON
PENNA.

Represented by
ROBERT

MEEKER

A S S O
New York
Son Francisco

C

A

!

T

E

tos Angeles

Clair R. McCollough
Managing Director

STÉINMAN STATIONS
14

S

Chicogo

To most sits dwellers, the name "Ralston.. means hot and cold
cereals and Ry- krisp, as well as their offspring's delight in the daily
air aJveniures of Town Mix. To ruralites, the firm name means
checkerboard -front stores and checkerboard -print bags of feed, as
well as the weekly 15- minute Checkerboard Jamboree. The man
is hose job it has been since 1932 to head up this corporate split
personality is 50 -year old Donald Danforth. son of the peppery,
moralistic founder of Ralston Purina. William II. Danforth. From
his simple office. amidst an aura of carefully -cultivated folksiness,
Danforth runs the $210.000.(00 Ralston business kith a firm executive hand. Ills aging father is a benevolent figurehead these days,
keeping his hand in the business, but more often calling on farmers
to talk cattle feed and hand out checkered ties. Donald Danforth's
shrewd persistence and administrative abilities have clone much
toward increasing the business ten -fold since he assumed the presidency- (after a 12 -year apprenticeship) of Ralston l'urina.
Although the Ralston hot and cold cereal business amounts to
only 5';; 1$12.000.000) of the total Ralston business. nearly 51.750:
1)00 of a $3.500.000 ad budget (50Çi ) goes to sell cereals. Radio
is b) far the biggest Ralston ad medium, and has been the mainstay of Ralston advertising ever since Ralston traced a 35e'r sales
increase in the years 1932 -3e to their use of Tom .1/ix, now on NIBS.
Radio literally lifted the cereal department from a liability in the
1920's to a real asset in the depression- ridden 1930s.
'l'he cowboy thriller is a well -promoted operation. with frequent
premium campaigns for the moppets and Ralston campaigns aimed
at (dealers and salesmen. most of therm watched over by Danforth
to see that they conform in every way to Ralston's promotion
themes of "service and simplicity." 'l'he same promotion rules hold
true for Ralston's other \1 RS show, Checkerboard Jamboree, which
dispensers folk music and farm humor to its highly rural audience,
whose buying of Ralston's "Chows" ( Danforth -ese for "feed ") and
other farm products has placed Ralston in a top place in the
country's $2.500.000.000 feed industry. Danforth's biggest problem
is with the St. Louis Post Office. which unfeelingly insists that Ralston Purina's address is not "Checkerboard Square.-'

SPONSOR

KSJB
and they say it consistently, morning, noon and night. There
are two reasons why KSJB ranks high.
First of all listeners can hear KSJB
and secondly they like what they hear.
.

WHAT

.

.

.

KSJB's management is consistently on

WILL SHE

the alert to keep their local programming in tune with listeners' likes. And

of course, like listeners all over

There are still some availabilities on
(KSJB) North Dakota's favorite source
of news, drama and amusement. Your
Geo. Hollingbery representative has
these availabilities listed and can get
you on the air and in the market in
record time. Call Hollingbery today
or write direct to KSJB at either
Jamestown or Fargo.

America, more and more North Dakota families are gettng "The Columbia Habit" every day.

SAY?
THE PHONE rings. . . . its a radio
what will "Madam Housesurvey
wife's" answer be? Every Time Buyer,
Station Manager and Advertiser
wants to know. In the North Dakota
Market two out of three listeners say

...
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to take advantage of
KSBJ's wide audience too. Weather
being what it is in North Dakota,
families stay home with their radios
these days. New opinions are formed,
old buying ideas changed. It's your
grand opportunity to tell North Dakotans why your product is best .
.
and tell them often. And no other
medium can do the job as well, or as
inexpensively, as KSJB, Columbia's
outlet for North Dakota.

Now

is the time

SURVEY RESULTS
After
KSJB

Morning

noon

Evening

54.4
18.0
19.3

46.5
21.4
25.5
6.6

49.6

23.5
Station A
17.7
Station B
9.2
All Others.
8.3
Survey taken in Stutsman, Barnes.
Griggs, Foster, Kidder, Logan and
LaMour Counties, North Dakota.
.

.

KSJB,

5,000 Watts unlimited at 600

KC, the Columbia Station for North
Dakota with studios in Fargo and

Jamestown.
15

111

\C'S%

414`11

p:s.

i

i

Stroll thru
Rhode Island

it or not, a brisk eight-mile
"constitutional" will take you smackdab thru FOUR BiC CITIES! And
Believe

ies here, in this small hut golden
circle, that approximately two-thirds

of Rhode island's buying power is
:CI blankets this
concentrated.
rich area and scores of communities
beyond
at rates unmatched for
thrift by any other Rhode Island network station
releasing advertising
dollars for duty where the going is
tough!

,l

.

.

.

...

THE LOW -COST, HIGH -RESULT

NETWORK STATION IN
RHODE ISLAND
IS

I

WALLACE A. WALKER, Gen. Mgr.
PROVIDENCE, The Sheroton BiItmore
PAWTUCKET, 450 Mon St.

Representatives:
AVERY -KNODIL, INC.

I6

See: "Network Programs For Local Sponsors"
Issue: July 1948, p 68
CBS Co -op Department reduced to "in case"
status. MBS and ABC co -op sales up over 1947;
NBC sales down

Departure last Summer of Ralltll Ilatcher, head of the CBS cooperative program department, and his promotion expert, Nancy
Cook, asn't because they weren't doing a job. The fact is that top
network strategists thought they foresaw approach of that happy
point (long enjoyed by NBC) where too little conunereial time
would be available for co -op shows.
Right now, CBS has only four network programs available for
local sponsorship (during 1918 there were eight)
World , \'emcs
Roundup: News of America: Tite World Tonight: It Pays To lk
Ignorant. Ignorant won't be available as a co -op when its current
cycle ends 27 February. However, Gangbusters sill he made available as a eo -op to those stations that General Foods doesn't buy
for the chain airing.
Any sponsor of a co -op in network time is ultimately at the mercy
of the network sales department (although this is less true of ABC
and NIBS. who have a great deal more open time). Last Fall. when
NBC slotted \laden Downey al I I :15 p.m. on Tuesday. Thursday,
and Saturday nights. stations carrying Richard Ilarkness \iT\\TTFI
had to cancel out local sponsors who had Ilarkness on Tuesdays and
Thursdays. Glueek Brewing Co. (Minneapolis wanted Harkness
five nights a week or not at all; so they canceled hint on KS'fl'
and seven other stations in their territory'.
it's a different story' on .1liC and AIRS. ABC recently reported a
19', gain in local adh erlisers over 19.17 1719 to 852 in 19.181.
\lutual's gain over 19.17 in co -op program sales was 12`,;. represented bt 1316 station -program sales. or more than 1900 individual
sponsors. This. according to AIDS. tops the other networks combined.
(

I

See:

P

ABC
5000 WATTS
DAY & NIGHT

11'II\S111[ stories

:

some afternoon!
i

1`141111114111S 011

Farm Series

Issue: October 1948, page 27;

November 1948, page 42
Where and how to get list of major farm service
programs.

\\here to look for a list of major farm service programs on the air
today is no longer a problem. The National Association of Radio
Farm Directors has just published its /9.15 Yearbook and Directory
a jilt a list of 263 farm programs on 93 commercial stations. It can
be had at $2 per copy from RFD y'.p. Wallace kadderly. KC\\'. Portland. Ore.
l''or the convenience of agency and sponsor publicity and pnitlic
relations people. the programs are arranged under an alphabetical
listing of the stations which air them. Tim, of broadcast, whether
sold as a unit or on participating basis, whether sponsored or sustaining are indicated. along with ranee of tic farm director. Other
chapters give types of contests sponsored during 19111 for farm
listeners; data on soil conservation projects: honors and awards
won by various programs: teleN ision outlook for farm programs.
The \AlII I) is an informal organization +vhieh prepares and
broadcasts programs espcciall designed for rural listeners. The 263
programs listed in the AI(FÌ) 1 earbook do not inelnde even farm interest program on the air. because not eery one who air a farms
program is a member of the Association. \\ritih few exceptions, however. the Alt VD roster includes eNcry 1)6)adcaster whose principal
interest is farm radio and related activities.

\

\

SPONSOR

ITS EASY,
IF YOU
KNOW HOW!
n some parts of the nation, a radio station can do almost

anything can broadcast in Chinese or Italian - -and still be
"right" for a lot of people.
It's different in the South. Accurate Know -How is especially important in KWKH's four -state area. Our listeners
have definite and fairly uniform preferences. They want
their programs to recognize their preferences. KWKH
gives them this sort of programming, learned from 23 years
of continuous study. Our audience responds by listening to
KWKH, and by buying the products we advertise.
We'd he happy to tell you all about KWKH's outstand--

ing rating, and how you can use our Know -How. Ask

or The Branham Company!

us-

KWKH
Texas

SHREVEPORT

50,000 Watts

CBS

The

Arkansas
Mississippi

B anham l,uuira/11
Representatives

I
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!enry Clay, General Manager
17

71.2

th8ER Wu STATE
AND NORTH CAROLINA'S

NUMBER

1

SALESMAN IS...
RALEIGH, N.

50,000 WAITS 68O KC
FREE

NBC AFFILIATE

C.

& PETERS, INC.

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

I
sIItiI1otes

tiaiie
prograis

Sales departments effect

ager
31
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program changes. Joe Tiers. Procter Electric assistant sales manshow played by Newell- Emmett executive Dick Strobridge

new

It's a little like finding a
clear -cut reason for the
1929 stock market crash. In nine
cases out of ten. the "reason" for the
dozen or so major program substitutions by leading advertisers in any
broadcasting season is the outward
result of an inner conflict of forces,
one of which is stronger than the
others.
In plain English, sponsors
change programs for reasons varying
from an irate wife demanding a show
with enough prestige to help her in the
Social Register to an embittered sales
manager wanting a show that will help
him at the cash register.
In radio's early days, when programing was usually an unresearehed,
hit -or -miss thing. sponsors changed
programs frequently in an attempt to
come up with a show that would sell
the product. as well as attract a size19

d'rogr:e changes IPmocfwe chain reactions

A

Jack Benny, and Rochester, parted company
with General Foods over money and publicity

change

change
able audience. Programs frequently
changed when a lieu type or a new
approach began to pull results for an
advertiser. The outstanding example
of such follow-the -leader program
changing was the mass migration to
children's programs b) cereal coin panics in the early 1930's (st'uxson,

#1

#2

paid d

Some of the money spent formerly for Jack
Benny was invested in
The Aldrich Family"

The advertiser then either
swears off radio for years or tries another program quickly. A dozen
(more or less) advertisers every season throw in the towel somewhere
between September and June and.
rather than quit radio altogether, get
another program either in the same
3 January 1949).
time slot on the same network or
As advertisers begin to realize the somewhere else.
possibilities (and the limitations) of
The closest thing to the "lowest combroadcast advertising. prograin mon denominator" of these program
changes except for the normal sun- changes is program rating. A high
nier replacement routine- -grow fewer rating excuses many things. In most
and further apart. There are still ad- cases, a high rating builds a healthy
vertisers in radio and TV who rush sales picture. Even if the show is obin every season with a program that viously not suited to the advertiser or
hasn't jelled, only to have it fall on its the product. if research shows a high
face.

listening factor. the opposition to the
program, whether it be the agency, or
the sponsor's organization. or the
hoard of directors. etc., has little
chance to get in a word. But when
ratings start a downward spiral on a
show that has lasted through several
seasons, or if they fail to build for a
new show, the storm signals are up for
a program change.
It is when ratings slip that the important stockholder rises in righteous
indignation at a director's meeting and
shouts: "See? What did I tell you ?"
It is the tinie when the agency begins
to drop strong hints (providing they
never wanted the program in the first
place, or if they inherited the show in

Thirteen Reasons* Why Sponsors Change Programs
Total equals

22%

16%

low ratings

Pressure from

Problems

sales force

with stars

12%

Reasons for program shifts used

in

8%
Ta

shift

ta current

7%
( hange in

advertising
program trend objective

7i.

6%
break away

( hange in

Ta

advertising
budget

from current
program trend

6%
Prestige

this chore were selected on the bosis of being primary reasons for the change

4%

4%

4%

2%
(hange of
networks

(hanging

Rising

To reach new

competitive

program

audiences

picture

costs

roo'/.

2%
Monogement's
persano1
reasons

change

#3

"mr. ace and JANE" carried some of the Gen ral Foods burden later until killed by Hoopers

program also was
ormer Jack Benny coin

ns

an agency switch) to the sponsor that
his program vehicle needs revamping.
Down- spiralling ratings may even be
the eue for network or station executives to apply pressure on both agency
and sponsor to make a change, often as
part of a new block of programs designed to meet a changing competitive
picture.
Even high ratings don't free sponsors from the problem of facing a
program change. While they may
pacify one set of people, high ratings
have caused more than one show to
topple, particularly when the show is
built around a central star, rather than
a central idea. The average radio star
feels that a top rating entitles him or
her to two things: more freedom and
more money.
General Foods has
changed programs at least twice for
this reason. After nearly 15 years of
sponsoring Kate Smith, her daytime
rating in 1946 was high on the list
for her type of show. Everything was
going fine for General Foods until
Kate began to plug for a higher talent
fee. While General Foods executives
were carefully figuring the proposed
increases against her proven sales results, Kate, feeling seeurc in her position after 15 years, began to make
cracks on the air about independent
grocers, and how much better (and
safer) it was to buy at chain stores.
It drew fire immediately from independent grocers, particularly from the
Michigan Retail Grocers Association
who let General Foods know in no
uncertain terns what they thought of
Kate Smith.
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That did it. Miss Smith was dropped,
and Wendy !Warren went into the time
period on CBS.
Jack Benny was another star whose
program was dropped by General
Foods (Jello) because of dollar problems. The Waukegan star, in early
1945. began to complain to General
Foods that not enough money was
being spent by the sponsor to promote
the show. and that more money should
likewise he forthcoming for the program. Relations became strained between Benny and his sponsor. General Foods liked Benny. lie was a
prestige builder with both the publie
and the sales force, as well as a great
salesman for Jello. But again, when
General Foods applied the yardstiek
of increased cost -vs- results, the Benny
show was dropped. To replace it.
General Foods spent money hitherto
earmarked for Benny in an eventual
total of three shows: Aldrich Family
(a former Benny summer replacement), Meredith Willson Show (the
outgrowth of another G -F show for
Maxwell House Coffee). and for ntr.
ace and JANE (a new package when
G -F bought it.)
Goodie Ace's show
in turn was dropped at the end of
1948. principally because the rating
was slow in building and the Ace
brand of humor was a shade too
sophisticated for G -F dealers and
salesmen. Into its slot went a CBS built package, My Favorite husband.
which was more to GF's liking. No
one of the shows pulls anything like
the Benny rating, but the total audience of the three, purchased for rough-

"My Favorite Husband' started
where "ace and JANE" dropped

ly the cost of the Benny show. delivered more quantitatively than Benny
produced for Jello. Willson hasn't as
yet made the grade for any sponsor.

The show that changes because of
trouble with the star is not uncommon.
The classic example is the old Al Jolson. Show for Lever Brothers in the
late 1930's. Jolson used to kid the
sponsor's product during the show's
warm-up. It was all in fun but one
clay the client happened to arrive at the
show earlier than usual and caught the
act. This was in the days before sponsors learned that a little informalit
with regard to the "dignity" of their
product could be helpful at tinges. The
sponsor listened, and Jolson was called
on the carpet. When the dust settled.
Jolson's show was dropped. A few
years ago too, Bayuk Cigars was sponsoring a 15- minute show with Cal
'Pinney. a Will Rogers -like hillbilly
philosopher. Tinney, one day, began
to sound off on a variety of topics that
were near and clear to the sponsor's
heart. Cal Tinney went out. and in
went a much "safer" show. Inside Of
Sports. More recently. Miles Laboratories changed from Lunn and Abner
on CBS to a new comedy package,
Herb Shriner. The reason was partly
clue to bickering between Miles and
the show's stars, partly to a feeling
on Miles' part that the show had run
out of ideas. This was helped along
by the difficulties in clearing time on
many CBS network stations for the
show, which fell in a marginal time
period. This, in turn. created some
(Please turn to page .52)
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Rad,c announcements warned Los Angeles that it was dangerous to visit Ohrbach

on

s

opening day due to the hordes that waited to

see the new

store

Ohrbach's ¡tir ade Los Allgeles
"Do not

try to get into

The police department, forced to
today. There call out reinforcements, had one an
is a tremendous throng jam- swer
real traffic jam. Neighborming every floor. every inch of ing merchants, like swank Bullocks
and the high-pressure May Co., had
space . . .
Ohrbach's had made a
So ran the air copy heard by lis- another
teners in metropolitan Los Angeles beachhead in their bailiwick. For the
last 3 December. For the seven - heads of Ohrbach -s and Grey Adverhour period that this unorthodox, ne- tising Agency, it was the end of a
gative air -selling continued to be heard long merchandising road that led from
during women's participation pro- Manhattan's brash. bustling 14th
grams and station break periods. it Street to the highfashion gloss of
merely increased the curiosity of world- famed Wilshire.
National selective radio, Ohrbach's
thousands of women in the Cite of
the Angels. What. they wanted to now knew, could do more than move
know, was happening down on the goods off a shelf. it had more than
"NI iracie 11ile" block of Wilshire donc its share in establishing Ohrbach's both in the store's home territory
Boulevard anyway?

Ohrbach's

an a

1111íll

radio

eanspaig u be planned

and prepared
3.111111

22

mile%

away?

-a

-
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of New York and in Los Angeles, as
something other than a glorified bargain basement. Without ever mentioning prices, it convinced increasing
numbers of women that Ohrbach's
was selling Fifth -Avenue fashions at
low cost. It had added the required
touch of sophistication and flair to
Ohrbach's advertising that was needed
to bring in the middle and upper middle class customers. Above all,
it was a flexible, versatile selling tool
that meshed smoothly with Ohrbach's
space and billboard advertising.
Ohrbach's operated for a quarter century before beginning to use radio.
The store had its start in 1923 on
Union Square, right across the street
from S. Klein, the basement of bargain basements. Nathan Ohrbach.
who founded the business, startled his
fellow- merchants on 14th Street with
his merchandising policies. 1íe sold
at the same prices they did. Even
today, Ohrbach's operates profitably
on a gross margin that averages 17%
(the U.S. Dept. of Commerce lists
26.2% as "unprofitable," and 30.5%
as "average" for women's ready -towear shops i . and managed in 1948
to do some $40,000.000 worth of
business with a net income of $1,500,000.
During the early clays of Ohrbach's, the store's advertising was
aimed at the same readers of massmedia New York newspapers who
shopped price -slashing competitors
like S. Klein's and Loehmann's. But
unlike other women's stores who depend on low -unit profits and a highvolume trade, Ohrbach's went in for
the slick art -work in their ads that
uptown establishments like Saks and
Lord & Taylor featured. First it was
cartoons by Melisse and Peter Arno,
later (during the war) it was abstract
sketches of New York, and still later
it was Vogue -like fashion art.
Never did the advertising mention
prices directly. This was part of
Nat Ohrbach's store policy that went
with no charge accounts. no deliveries,
no seasonal sales, no frills, and strictly
cash sales.
In September of 1947, Ohrbach's
began to look around for something
to hypo their advertising. Selling was
again becoming highly competitive
for the 14th Street Ohrbach store. and
for its branch in Newark, Ncw Jersey.
Nat Ohrbach and son Jerry Ohrbach
eyed radio with a wary eye. Broadcasting, for the most part, eyed Ohr(Please turn to page 50)
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McCrary and Jinx Falkenburg flew from New York for seven days of Ohrbach's guest appearances

Ohrbach's was

news,

so

KMPC

broadcast

an

interview with N. M. Ohrbach by Jinx Falkenburg

Joe Yocam of KFWB asked Ohrbach's first -day shoppers how they liked the store

as

debut nears close
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Effect of TV on Living Habits
More
Frequently

Less

Frequently

Goes to movies

The Some

200

130

ball games

81

242

18

Goes to wrestling matches

57

251

113

Goes to

Goes to horse races

¡1

110

277

Reads at home

210

114

Entertains adult guests

121

Entertains children guests

1611

17

71

248

107

208

Somple wos 331 Chicago families, half of whom had sets before April 1948 and half of wham
purchased sets after that date.
Survey mode under direction of Dr. George R. Terry of Northwestern University (August 1948)

How Long Do Commercials Seem?
estimated minutes of advertising per

TELEVISION

V.

hour

MOM

RADIO

2.26

upper class

3.39
2.44

upper middle

3.87
2.41

middle class

4.54

2.41

total group

;3.98
2

minutes
Survey mode by Thomas

24

E.

Coffin of Hofstra College, Hempsteod,

5

4
L. I.

Use of the visual air will
have to be learned in a
much shorter period of
time than it took to learn bow to use
radio. Delays in TV are too expensive. The cost of muddling through
is great. TV time and program production costs are too heavy to provide
a leisurely period of trial and error.
Television is growing rapidly, and
the multiple problems invoked in
using the new medium must be met
and solved. To make the job easier,
a growing number of television research organizations (22 at this
writing) are already operating on a
continuing basis. Research is the one
tool at hand for telescoping the period
of time necessary to attain mature programing and advertising effectiveness.
Of equal importance with the fact
that a body of television research organizations exists to help in the use
of television is the matter of viewpoint toward this research. The findings of today arc not necessarily the
facts of tomorrow. If yesterday's
sponsors had accepted the conclusions
of early radio research, organ recitals
would have top billing today. while
comedy shows would hardly find a
place on station or network schedules.
Today, the emphasis is on quantitative data. plow many sets are there
in the market?
How many viewers
are there per set? What percentage
of the sets -in -use does this program
have? plow much does it cost per
thousand viewers? What percentage
of viewers rememhers T \' commercials? plow many people plan to buy
television sets within six months or a
year in specific markets? Sponsors
and prospective sponsors of TV programs scant all the figures they can
find to help them estimate the effectiveness of the medium. They are justified in wanting these figures now.
Less pressing in need is that aspect
of research which has long range itn-

giiik4vi

(July 19481
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plieations- -the qualitative side of research, though "the-day- after -tomorrow" (almost literally) is the full
range of projeetability for most of the
qualitative findings of today. Foremost
among the questions to be answered
by qualitative research is: How effeetive is the quality of reecptiou on the
different ehannels in this area? Good
reeeption is of prime importance; putting first things first, the program
must be seen. After this the questions multiply. How effective are the
What are the eharcommercials?
aeteristies of the audience? What
types of programs do television viewers
like best? Ilow well does television
wear with average set owners? How
good is the talent? Will program pretesting help to put on a more effective
show? These and a score of other
questions must be answered for the
sponsor and the television industry if
the medium is to take shape so that
all its potentialities as an entertainment and educational medium are developed (granting that it will develop
into a unique art form with its own
laws, as distinct from those of radio
and motion pictures).
Of the 22 television research organizations operating on a continuing
basis. six compile information on

number of sets. Baltimore Television
Cireulation
Committee, Television
Forecast, Inc. (for WK BB, Chicago),
and Washington Research Committee
limit their activity to estimating number of sets in their areas. The Radio
Manufacturers' Association g iv es
monthly figures on total number of
TV sets manufactured in the United
States. Quarterly, the figures are adjusted by distribution areas, but since
only 90% of the sets manufactured
are produced by RMA members. the
figure is not definitive.
Hooper estimates the number of
sets in the nine metropolitan areas
through his radio coincidental telephone survey. All the homes checked
are asked, in addition to the Hooper
radio program questions, "do you own
a TV set ?" The percentage of owners
saying "yes" is projected to the homes
in the area as defined by the U.S.
Census Bureau.
NBC, which, like Hooper, does more
research -wise than estimating number
of sets, uses figures from RMA and
other manufacturers to determine the
number of sets in the areas covered
by the network. Cross checks are
made by the network over the same
areas to determine the accuracy of its
estimates.

Hooper, Pulse, and Rados Sind
linger, Philadelphia) rate 'f\' programs and estimate the sets-in-um- in
the areas in which they operate.
Hooper is currently rating T \' evening programs from 6 to 11:00 p.m.,
every half hour, by clays of the week.
This TV Ilooperatiug will be reported
six times a year in New York. and
three times yearly in Philadelphia.
Ilaltiumore.
Washington. Cleveland.
Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis, and Los
Angeles (in these latter cities as TV
set ownership epands and creates demand by the trade for the service).
In these ratings, television will be compared with radio. using total radio
homes as a base. llooper's "Teleratings,-' based only on TV homes,
report coincidentally on programs in
nine city areas.
Diary -based Teleratings in ten other cities are made
periodically on order.
Pulse. which rates programs
throughout the television day, uses the
roster -recall method in a door-to -door
polling technique in New York, Philadelphia, and Chicago. Pulse uses TV
homes as a base for its TV- rating.
Radox, which surveys programing
from 9 a.m. to midnight, listens in on
homes in Philadelphia via telephone
(Please turn to page 49)
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Directory of TV Research Services
ORGANIZATION

NUMBER

INFORMATION COMPILED: OF

Audience Research, Inc.
Baltimore Television Circulation Committee
Broadcast Measurement Bureau, Inc.

SETS

SETS

IN USE

PROGRAM QUALIRATING
TATIVE

SPECIAL

TESTt STATION
TOWNS COVERAGE

TV

\'
V

\

CBS

Hofstra College
Hooper
James E. Jump & Associates
Jay & Graham Research Organization
McCann- Erickson

N'

NBC
Neilsen
Newell- Emmett
Northwestern University

V*

*
V

,

Pulse

Radox and Teldox
Radio Manufacturers Association
Rutgers University
Schwerin Research Corporation
Television Forecast, Inc.
Television Research Institute
Washington Research Committee
Young & Rubicam
'Neilsen
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}Specific towns selected for in +e^ive research.
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in

paneled setting

such as

this

George Gallup

made

reports on

the

public's reactions to important trends of the day

for MLPFB

Ihoíidratiiig and the broket'
Merrill

illill

I,-111l1. Pi1`111`.

S1491111 ilS 1:111

be Sold

Selling investment counselling usually leaves the
seller feeling like Columbus, after he
tried to convince I5th century seientists the world was round. Nine out of
tcu _lnterieans still don't know the difference between a stock and a bond.
according to most Wall Street brokers.
Tho:e same Americans look upon the
investment counsellor as a cross between a crystal -gazer and the /)aily
Racing Form, or else as a smoothtalking front ratan for Brooklyn Bridge
I 're ferred.
In terms of advertising, this means
that the investment counsellor innst
first break down a wall of ignorance
and misinformation before he can
even begin to sell. ile has to do what
amounts to an edncational job explaining basic principles of buying and

selling securities. i'eople who are un26

I'1`11111`1

& Beane

011 1111`

11i111=W1`1`k 11`S1 I111.11v1`.

air

familiar with securities aren't likely to

f xehange

invest in theta.
This in its essence is the problem
that prompted the Wall Street brokerage firm of Merrill Lynch. Pierce.
Fenner & Beane to seek part of the
answer in television during the Fall
of 1918. The big firm. known far and

with comments by MLFB's
president, practical Yankee-born Winthrop 11. Smith.
There had been other attempts at
selling investment counselling in the
past, but from none of them could
11LPF II draw encouragement or positive guidance. In the period between

wide as "The "1huuderiug Herd of
Wall Street'' because of its non -stop
name and its still -longer list of 86
partners, had used broadcast advertising a few tittles in the past. They sponsored a nightly 5- minute business news
roundup on WW0I1, N.Y., front I915
to 191.7. In January of 191.7, they had
exparimente I w ith TV. sponsoring the
showing on Vs LBS -T\r, N.V., of a 20minute film about the New York Stock

1928 and 1932. several major financial
services or investment trusts- Babson
Statistical. Investor's Sv odicate. Distributor's Croup, and Halsey, Stuart
had sponsored network programs. One
of those programs, The Old Counsellor, had left a had taste in the months
of radio executives. The unctuousvoiced Old Counsellor was a straight
stock -selling operation which, in the
(/'lease torn to page 42)
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Wall Street's big problem

is to sell the American public on what happens when stocks and
bonds are sold. Most listeners and viewers don't know the difference between stocks and bonds
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make them Íl1111

make them local

with a plus
How timely and how localized can a commercial be?
As timely as the news that
comes off the wire, and as localized
as the city served by the radio station.
Yet year after year the timely and
local factor continues to be ignored in
commercials. Few sponsors intrigue
the listener at the time economic and
emotional urges need satisfying.
Timeliness and localization are not
by any means mutually exclusive -ofttimes one cannot be separated from
the other. Ford achieved timeliness
and, at the same time, localization by
tying -in its commercials with California, early in January, tongue -incheeking: "Here in California, this
week, we had a little sun and -six
inches of snow . . ." Commercial
went on to give weather news of Minnesota (where it was snowing), Ar-

kansas (raining), and Alabama (heat
wave). Selling came into the copy
when the commercial explained that
Ford beaters %verc working in Minnesota
and California
windshield
wipers were working in Arkansas, and
Ford convertibles had their tops down
in Alabama. The previous week, the
commercial tied in with California by
noting that more cars arc registered
in that state than in any other. Pitch
angled that the more cars there are
on the road, the more Fords are seen.
Localization is achieved in San
Francisco by the Hcxall Drug Chain
via a jingle which brings in the city's
famed cable cars, a means of transportation that can be duplicated only
in Seattle. Washington. The Kexall

-

-

cable ca I

sound effect localises
Owl Drug commercials

store, Owl Drug Store, is located at

the terminus of the cable line. The
jingle is sung to the tune of The Irish
Washerwoman, and a cable car bell
clangs in rhythm in the background as
the lyric unfolds:
Sure, the cable car's

londin'

on Mason

and Powell.
Because of the bargains they're sellin
at Owl:
From Market and Mission and Sacra men-TO
They're rushin' to Owl because they all
know
(VOICE ON ECHO CHAMBER)
You buy BETTER for LESS . . . at
OWL!
.

Timeliness can be achieved by tying
in the commercial with weather or the
season of the year, an important event,
or inventory needs. And even more
fundamentally, with time itself. Time
signal station -breaks are used by Bulova, Benrus, and Longiues. American
Chicle Company, at one time used a
jingle which began by announcing the
day of the week. But the most common use of timeliness in commercials
is weather or seasonal tie -ins.
Localization is accomplished by tying in the commercial with an event
local in nature, with a local personality, with a physical attribute of the
locality, or with, from the sponsor's
standpoint, distribution or inventory
needs.
Drug companies have for years
timed the pushing of their products
with the season of the year-generally
the period of bad weather. Block Drug
uses e.t: s in 100 markets from October
through March, the season in which
most of their business is done. Their
commercial for Minipoo, a dry shampoo that uses no water, stresses the
fact that hair need not be wet during
cold weather. Scott's Emulsion use
a weather springboard for its commercial on station WBZ, Boston:
"Weather, clear and cold tonight
.
and here's something you'll want to
know- Scott's Emulsion builds re-

..

sistance, etc., etc."

Cough remedies (Rem. Rel,'Smith
Bros.

cough drops)

have long used

seasonal tie -ins for their products, reserving their heavy commercial pushes
for periods of raw, cold weather.
Clothing and shoe companies also
use weather in pushing goods. A national clothing firm supplies its stations with several pieces of weather
copy which arc used at the discretion
of local station announcers. When
weather threatens rain or cold, commercials plug raincoats or overcoats.
This clothing chain achieves localization in its commercials by tying in
with Community Chest, Red Cross
(Please turn to page 50)
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jingles enable sponsors to make every announcement as topical as he calendar.
Harry Goodman has the jingles on daily transcriptions for selective sponsorship

'Addresses

enable sponsors to localize their appeals 100 %. Most
post commercials is Barney's "Seventh Avenue and

famous of
17th

all

Street"

sign-

jingle
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"If sponsors and non-radio the advertiser was all set to pick the

C

agency executives would
leave us alone. everything would be
okay." is the way one independent
radio producer and director sings his
larnent. "Don't misunderstand me,
love them all. I know they have to
tell the men who produce their programs what they want. but they don't
have to edit our scripts. east our programs. and tell us just how they want
a certain character played.
"If sponsors tyould stay in the manufacturing acrd sales end of business
and permit the radio creative talent
they buy to create tcithout handcuffs,
I venture to say that ratings, sponsor
identification, arid even sales effeetiyeness of broadcast advertising would
increase.
know without sponsors I'd
be in another business, but i wish
they'd permit me to do my job. I
haven't a single program on the air
which I'm permitted to handle exactly
in the way l'd like to do it."
This producer is not au exception.
(her 50'; of the independent producers. as well as program directors
agencies. in SPONSOR'S cross at
section. indicate that advertisers sponsoring their programs insist on selling
the producers and directors their business.
(lyre of the most recent cases Of a
sponsor deriding to become a showbusiness authority was in connection
with a television program. The advertiser. one of America's great electrical
appliance manufacturers. had a video
shore that lasted one night (something
of a record for the medium ), and irad
just bought a new program. On the
first program. the advertiser picked the
east. t wasn't good. On the second,
1

I

1

30

jolt."

BS" LIMIT

east again, when the producer notified
the agency involved that he wanted to
cancel the program, putting it this
way. "I'll continue to produce the show
as long as they stay out of the program
business. l'll also agree not to manufacture electrical appliances.'
There was a compromise. The producer now selects a panel bigger than
he actually requires for the program.
and the sponsor selects from the producer's panel the actual cast. It makes
extra work for the producer, but at
least he's not stuck with performers
who aren't telegenic and who aren't
performers.
Producers lament that they have to
go through this routine of giving in
to sponsors on matters about which
sponsors are. most of the time, ill equipped to dictate. . and there's
nothing they can do about it -except
quit. and they like to cat.
Producers are constantly' being accused of reaching the tyrong audience
for a sponsor, when they have never
been informed of the audience they
were supposed to he addressing.. As
expressed by one producer, "Our
'after -the -fart' big shots who know just
whom a program is supposed to be
selling ought to be w ¡sed up that producers and directors are perfectly
aware that they arc passing the buck.
1grncv executives don't know. before
a program goes on the air, whom
they are supposed to be selling. and
therefore they don't tell the producer
of the program. When sales-effectiveness figures fail to satisfy the sales
managers of the sponsors. they blame
the producers, directors. writers, and
even the cast of the show. Any good
.

.

111`1111'1."

producer -director can slant his production for specific listeners as long as
he knows whom lies supposed to be
reaching. it's obviously impossible for
him to shoot in the dark, or at the
great mass of listeners. and to snake
certain at the saute time that he's
reaching a pinpointed market. Yet
were expected to do just that, time
and time again. Were not miracle
men."
"We have the reputation." laments
a production man at one of the top five
Madison Avenue agencies. "of being
profligate with clients' money. Most
of the time, the big. salary performers
are contracted in advance for us before we are handed a program to watch
over. The only client money we
spend is for supporting players and
writers_ and usually so little is left
for its to spend that we have to plead
poverty with actors and musical artists
all the tine. It's again a case of the
policy Wren passing spending responsibilities to the men who do the work.
I'm waiting for the day when Fin given
enough money to spend to, as 1 see it,
put on a program adequately. We had
budgeted $500 for a writer for a
comedy spot in a daily show recently.
and when it came time to spend those
five centuries. I was told that i had to
buy a writer for 5150. Where the
other $350 went I haycn't the slight.
est idea, and it's wiser for me not to
have any ideas about the matter."
Producers as a general rule don't
exceed budgets. They arc given certain
sums to spend. it's not their responsibility if. after they spend what they're
given. the program cost more than
budgeted.
There is hardly a producer who
SPONSOR

doesn't blow his top when the subject
of continuity acceptance departments
of networks is broached. Producers
are convinced that all the nitwits in
broadcasting are in the blue- pencil
departments of the chains. Each producer has a couple of choice examples
of how a network script clearance executive read something into a scene
that never was intended. And they'll
trot them out without the slightest
urging.
"What's so frustrating about the networks when scripts are held up, is
that you can't argue intelligently with
them," explained a Midwest program
producer. "They look upon every performer and director and producer
as out to get the network in trouble.
You can't convince a web purist that
all of us haven't perverted minds.
"There was a time when every radio
mother had to be good, loving, ever
true. A mother could do no wrong.
That block isn't on the clearance department road any longer, but there
are others just as unrealistic."
Another producer explained that he
had no quarrel with the tough commercial regulations at the networks.
"I know, for instance. that i can't
expect clearance on copy that states
that mine is the best. the only good
product of its kind. I know I can't
claim that `research proves it's best,'
unless i can prove it. Regulations of
this kind are good for broadcast advertising. Over -enthusiastic copy writers
can really smoke some of the most
amazing claims for products that I've

Problems will. clieuls
I.

Iusiness
9.

JANUARY 1949

well as

Producers are not informed of the objective of broadadvertising

3.

Commercials are seldom okayed in time for producers
to wake certain that they do not clash with program
content

4.

Sponsors don't listen to their broadcast programs

Advertisers generally regard directors and producers
longhair out -of- this -world talent, instead of what
most of them are, good businessmen
6. Producers still have to fight for adequate air credit
S.

as

l'ro1lem. with agencies
1.

2.

3.
4.
S.

6.
7.

They're seldom run as established businesses but hire
and discharge as their radio business fluctuates
Agencies make it almost impossible for a radio director or producer to have direct contact with clients
Many top radio executives at agencies have had no
actual producing experience
They follow successful trends like sheep
The client's word is usually law, be it right or w ron_
Even their transcription turntables are in run -doWo
condition
They frequently insist on casting programs In the
way the talent looks

8.

"However. even regulation of broadcast advertising can go too far. When
it does, it's seldom because of network
regulations but because the chain fears

31

as

Wren

cast

ever read.

what another advertiser may do about
his competitor's claims. We expect ad
copy censorship. We fight for what we
believe to be our clients' rights. but
we're never sore when we can't clear
claims." was this producer's parting
shot.
"A producer's job is to get programs
on the air that build audiences who
can be sold the sponsor's product,"
explains a Hollywood radio director.
"We're not. for the most part. longhair gentry but showmen with a flair
for the commercial. We deliver audienees-or else we are delivered pink
slips. The listening audience has discovered recently that we're in existence, but even with the air-credits that
(Please turn to page 46)

Most adhcrtiscrs want to be creative artists

They often admit that they know nothing about
radio." and still insist the program be done their
was'

Problems n

111141iu.n

1.

Network or station production men assigned to programs are generally as useless as a meclanical pencil
without lead

2.

Continuity aceeplance departments of stations and
networks are without imagination

3.

%lost

radio executives do not like advertising

I.

Prograuuing is the ignored art of broadcast advertising

5.

Broadcasting is generally more concerned with engineering than entertainment

6.

in

an argument with top station or network men. producers
ucers don't win.
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broadcast and

(:litter and :-entiwent of Christmas
and Thanksgiving: color and excitement of spurts the entire parade of
holiday and "occasions" that can be
hypoed and decked out in gala trimmings to fascinate. amuse. and titillate
the emotions of listeners these are
the glamour grist of the one -shot commercial broadcast.
Properly planned and promoted,
situations lending themselves lavish')
to the glamorous touch can he made to
pull tremendous audiences.
The mist frequent situations in
which the one -shot has been used
profitably are (1) to intensify selling
pressure: (2) to do a special one-time
job; (3) to take advantage of sudden
breaks in the competitive picture; (4)
to take advantage of a special occasion
to build institutional prestige.
One -shot commercial airings are
most productive when called upon to
do an immediate, specifre job. They do
even better when they supplement or

Wrigley

irlu`
.1

ill

44ui11`

introduce a continuing campaign. In
some instances, an isolated one -time
effort may be highly productive. But
ordinarily it stands to lose potential
value when not hooked into the momentum of a regular campaign.
The Nash -Kelvinator Corporation
discovered recently, as have many
sponsors before it, that a well- planned,
well- promoted one -shot can pay off out
of all proportion to its cost. Even so,
such an effort is not necessarily low cost.
Prior to the presidential election last
November, four aggressive sales organizations had signed to underwrite
the four national networks' coverage
of the big event. Nash -Kelvinator
bought the CBS package to announce
their new model Nash car, while two
other motor car manufacturers. Chevrolet and Kaiser- Frazer, together with
the Curtis Publishing Company. bought
NBC, ABC, and Mutual network coverage of the political event of the year.
Nash paid $25,000 for the news

started celebrating the holidays with a gala
1wo -hour
CBS broadcast
on Thanksgiving day

Elgin

i

a single

on top
package and 575,000 for the time.
Even without the unlookcd-for windfall
of the all -night reporting, the deal was
a natural. On what other occasion,
Nash officials figured. could they
achieve practically a saturation announcement of a new car at a cost the
board of directors would okay?
With a different objective they could
have bought. say, 26 CBS Saturday
afternoon quarter -hours for approximately the same money. Cost alone,
however, is seldom the factor in deciding on a single broadcast. Radio wise ad managers look first at their
advertising objective, which normally
has a long -range as well as immediate
purpose.
In this connection the spender of the
advertising budget is conscious that as
a rule the one -shot effort doesn't buy
radio's most valuable asset: the listening habit. Ile knows the habit of listen is built only by consistent broadcasting
in the same period, on the saine days.
month after month.

continued its holiday tradition of two hour airings on NBC.
Elgin aligns itself with the American Tradition of gift giving

SEE TH /S NEW
NOTCHED 8AR/
8/00, hooks o..
d,00s :n p /on

...

Jú er- S eed Razor Set
Elgin American

compacts sponsored Thanksgiving night party on
ABC -TV, first to celebrate the holidays on TV

Only such phenomena as Franklin
D. Roosevelt's fireside chats, VE Day,
and a few other non -commercial events

ever achieved virtually total saturation
of listenership. But there arc very frequent instances when local events come
reasonably close.
Even the four -way network coverage
of the presidential election came much
closer to giving the four sponsors saturation coverage than the four-way
audience split indicates. Where possible, most dialers sampled the reporting of all four networks extensively before finally settling down to one.
One of the earliest national advertisers to cash in consistently on the
sentiment and glamour of two of
America's most tradition -laden holidays was the Elgin National Watch
Company. It sells more gift watches

in

ports shop quartet

Gillette

ll

hl

high sc oo
over KBLF

f

`z*

bought New Year's day Bowl Games to sell its "notched bar" razor and blade dispenser to America's sports fans

in the period between Thanksgiving
and Christmas than at any other time
during the year.
Its Two !lours 01 Stars for six years
on CBS sold Elgin watches on the
Thanksgiving show from 4:00 -6:00
p.m., and at the same hours on Christmas day continued selling with terrific
impact the idea of the Elgin, a traditional American watch, as a part of the
nation's tradition, of which these two
colorful holidays are a part.
The Elgin Stars moved from CBS to
NBC in 1948, while the William Wrigley, Jr. Company took over the CBS
time on both Thanksgiving and Christmas, with an equally brilliant array of
radio and film stars.
The Elgin-NBC Thanksgiving and
Christmas shows gathered Hooper ratings of 11 and 10, with share of audi-

ia spon
sponsored
Bluffs, Californ,
ore the
in pre- Christmas series of carols

ORANGE80it

ence of 38.4 and 39.

The Wrigley-

CBS extravaganza rated 8.5 and 6.8.
with share of audience 29.5 and 26.9.

The Elgin American company.
makers of compacts, cigarette cases,
etc.- aired its Holiday Star Vanities as
a one-shot from 7:30 -9:30 the evening
of 25 November over five video stations of the ABC television network,
plus WCAU -TV, the CBS outlet in
Philadephia (the ABC video outlet in
Philadelphia is NEIL). The show was
so well- merchandised ahead of the telecast that the New York market alone
took enough merchandise to underwrite the entire cost before the show
went on.

-

including time,
The show's cost
talent, and production -was $40,000.
It racked up an audience of viewers in
(Please turn to page 68)
brought election night coverage

Curtis publications to

impress dialers with

MB
gazineSs
its maon
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For the sponsor interested in sales. tiingiu' Sant presents a unique
opportunity. For Ile er in radio's history has there been a personality
like Sam . .. never before a program series Icith such an outstanding
record of major sales .ucccsscs unbroken by a single failure.
These are strong statements that carry tremendous weight with,
prospcctiye program purchasers . . . if supported by facts. And
facts we hale in alundauce . . . high lloopers. eongrat ulalory letters.
by advertisers themselves. actual
expressions of real appreciat.
before and after stories hacked with the concrete figures.
This 15- uuinnte tran.rribed program series is the show
You treed to produce results. \\'rite. wire. or telcpl
TS! for full details. Despite Siugin' Sam's tremendous
powttlarity and pull. the show is reasonably priced.
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tion job. At least some broadcasters
might be tempted to add two and two
and get five!
This is not a complaint because
somebody lost an account. It happens
every week in the year and keeps salesmen on their toes. Nor is it an indictment of agency and client requests for
station promotion. You know I believe that stations should do more,
rather than less, promotion of national
accounts. and that my business is based
upon the theory that the better promotional job I do for my stations the better selling job their reps and networks
will do for them. l'in on Hal Davis'
side.
BOB KELLER

President
Robert S. Keller, New York

THE BANK STORY

THE 1949 SWING GIRL
Miss Vera Ralston

TO reach more people, for
less money, broadcast
your advertising message
over the station with Kansas
City's oldest call letters

-

WH B. Powerful WHB

Louts W. MIUNRO
l'ice President

blankets 31/2 million buyers
in 133 counties of 6 states
with good, listenable entertainment 19 hours a day.
WHB cost less, does more.
See your John Blair man.

10,000

Dorewus R Co., New York
SPONSOR at present does not reprint articles but
had 20 copies available for Mr. Munro.

CAKE AND BREAD STORY
We are very intere.ted in receiving
a copy of the April 1947 issue of
sPoNsoR. It was in this issue that
you had your story Continental Cake

WATTS IN KANS4
DON DAVIS

Quo
JJtJ

46

PRESIDENT

JOHN

T.

6

SCHIL L

GENERAI

íRetrnaoented

I
MANAGEING

-1
t

JOHN BLAIR & CO.
MUTUAL NETWORK

710 KILOCYCLES

5.000

In your issue of October or November you published a pictorial three page story of the steps involving our
client, the National Shawmut Bank of
Boston, negotiating their TV show
with \VBZ-TV.
Is it practical to ask if we could
order reprints, or purchase some part
of 35 copies of this issue?
We find a growing interest in TV
among our commercial. savings banks,
and investment clients in the medico.
and it would be very useful if we were
able to use this spread for a sales promotional flailing.

and Bread Story. If you cannot supply
us with that issue. reprints of the ar
tide will he more than satisfactory.
I'lease hill us for any expense.
Roltm a F. Lt RUE
Acct. Exec
//olden, Clifford, Flint, Inc.

Detroit

WATTS NIGHT

We were
Some back issues are still available.
happy to have been able to handle Mr. IaRue's

request.
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Ask

your national representative
You're etl the

%erge
a

pick for

ef

a

decision, and

problem.

hat trade papers to

\our station IroulotienY
lt's no problem to kiss oll; for
your choice can have a

telling ell'eet on your national
spot income.

I;ut where to act

the facts? 'I'Ile ansIer is simple.
Ask your national representative.

He kulNt-s.

His salesmen get around.

'I'hey learn s Ilieh trade papers are appreciated, read

and discussed by IuNers of broadcast time.
His is

a11

expert opinion.

I)on't overlook your national representative.

il'O1Y%iOII
For Buyers
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Mr. Sponsor asks...
it possible to produce television film commercials

.o that they are equally- effective on both large and
small screens ?"

Stanley M. Abrams
register or carry a nu- --age, each scene

The
Picked Panel

allotted approximately four feet,
allowing nine short scenes in which to
get over the advertising message.
It's apparent, then, that ingenuity
ál ll W6'r:4
and originality must play the greatest
part in presenting a commercial that
1io®°nallas
has punch and selling strength, as well
as a palatable acceptability to the TV
Technically, audience. copy
accompanying a film
Spoken
production of TV
is also highly important.
commercial
film commercials
It must not be rushed. The oral copy
is simple. Scenes
must be timed very carefully to allow
photomust
be
f¡os
roughly 12 seconds of copy to
graphed with for
every
20 feet of filin.
screen size in
ROY MEREDITII
mind. The averProduction Manager
age receiver has
sucAU-TV, Philadelphia
a IO -inch sereeu;
is

s

Mr.

fpfIl
\

therefore.

double if the script is being propared
for small screen receivers only. However. I believe it is a good rule to follow for all size receivers.
Many commercials on television today are nothing but a series of fast
wipes, cuts, and dissolves, with as many.
as 15 to 20 scene changes in a minute.
If the people who prepare these commercials would give a little study to
the human eye. they would find out
that the focus of the eye changes for
each scene. If ten minutes of this
technique were used, the viewer would
wind up by bouncing the television set
on the floor. Keep it simple.
BUD GAMBLE

Gamble Productions. N. Y.

all

lour
should be eliminated wherever jH) able. This fundamental rule
should apply to any object from an
automobile to a bottle of beer.
Allowances must also be made for
the inside dimensions of the tube, so
that the image does not "bleed" off the
picture area, either top or bottom. Still
another factor to be considered is the
fancy mountings some receivers have
around the screen. thus cutting off a
portion of the image.
No matter what size screen is involved. proper exposure plus balanced
lighting are vital to good 'fV commercials. !heavy, dark areas should be
avoided because of their tendency to
"flare ". Whites and greys. plus a transparent black area on the film. if necessary. are best suited to teley is.
production.
The biggest problem is the restriction of time of a film commercial to
one miente. In 1(itmn film this means
36 feet of film. For any scene to
38

Sales Promotion Manager
Emerson Radio and Phonograph

It is a question
of proportions.
By that I mean a
close -up on a
seven -inch screen

would be a close up also on a 15inch screen, or
the proportions

wonld he the
same. However, I
better to sustain the
sequence longer if the commercial is
feel it would he

spceifseally l roil u cc (I for a smalI
screen. The
um for this is that the
smaller the screen. the
e eye strain
for the viewer. Therefore a series of
rapid scene rlsanges is uncomfortable
to look at. and not enough time is
allowed for the message to sink in.
think a good rule for commercial
script writers to follow is to keep the
commercial simple; the above rile goes
I

If television's
visual commercials are done
with a reasonably intelligent
use of the printed
word as a selling
agent, there is no
necessity or reason for them to
be produced differently for the various sizes of TV
set screens now on the market.
Size of the screen should be no consideration in the projection of a normal advertising message via TV. Only
poor or improper handling of a cosnmercial yvill impair its effectiveness,
and then the damage is equally evident
on a 20-inch or a 7 -inch screen.
liraud names and trademarks, unless
improbably unwieldy and long, should
be able to be viewed on the smallest
screen (even the 3 -inch type now available in portable sets) as on any larger

SPONSOR

ADVERTISEMENT
full theatre screen. Only
of lengthy slogans or
messages is screen size
in these cases the same
application of basic newspaper or
magazine ad copy principles as regards
amount of wordage relative to allotted
space is necessary.
But under ordinary circumstances
any TV commercial planned for the
average screen will be as effective on
small or large sets. And it must also
be remembered that for correct 'l'\
viewing audience distance from tilt
screen should be equivalent in feet t,
the size of the tube in inches. Prosize, short of a
in the matter
involved sales
important, and

portionately. therefore, there is virtually little difference in image size to
the person with normal eyesight.
C. J. DUIwAN
Assistant Advertising Director
U. S. Rubber Co., N. Y.
As long as simplicity of pictorial composition
is observed, no
differentiation of

technique for
Iarge and small

screens need
enter production
plans, for in the
final analysis the
proportions are determined by one's
distance from the screen.
From the standpoint of composition.
the normal loss of pictorial values in
transmission from studio to receiver
should be carefully considered. With
that in mind, and by utilizing the
greatest economy of composition pos.
sible, video producers can make their
sales messages attractive and highly
effective on any and every set.
ROGER PRYOR

Director of Television
Foote, Cone & Belding, N. l'.
The answer to
problem of

the

producing

tele-

vision commercials, title cards,
credits, and so
on, so that they
contain the same

degree of

effec-

tiveness on both
small and large
screens seems to me to be self- evident.
It is simply this: Any proficient hail.
(Please turn to page 42)
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nett /' *Me:
This is the second in our series
of Sponsor ads, and I wonder what
reaction you noticed from our first.
We received three calls from local
agencies, all of which were favorable, but they know all about
\VMIE-Miami anyway.
i had a big thrill in early January, Joe, that certainly proves the
point that in broadcast advertising, it's the program and advertising copy that count.
Electric Sales and Appliances.
the South Florida area Philco distributor, has been a top account
with us since the first week we went
on the air. Through their guidance. some thirty -three Philco
dealers are also appreciated
\VMIE -Miami advertisers. The
point is though, Joe, that Earl
Crawford, Man.
ager of the dis-

tributorship.
told us prior to
signing his first
\VMIE contract
that "radio advertising didn't
work in Miami"
and hehad tried
three stations to
prove it. Truth of the matter is it
wasn't the stations, but it must have
been a poor choice of program
material and talent.
We sold him on "one more
trial" and he bought the University
of Miami football games from us
as a Philco exclusive. The results.
I'm happy to say were exceptional
-but, of course, it's because the
vehicle was right. As you know,
we had a Hooper made of one
game which gave us 38.9'4- of the
radio audience, and our next nearest competitor had only a little
more than half this total. And
this was on a night when one station backed us with Band of
America, Jimmy Durante. Eddie
Cantor. Red Skelton and Life of

Riley. Our 38.9 was overall for
the entire two and one -half hour
period.
Mr. Crawford told us that his
sales to retailers increased each
week in precise accordance with
the items he selected for special
treatment during each week's
game. Bill Scheetz, our play-byplay man whom we think has no
peer, sent a weekly letter to all
Philco dealers in advance of each
game which helped them stock up
on items to be featured during the
next broadcast.
Now, here's Nvhere the January
thrill comes in: The occasion was
the national Philco distributors'
convention held in Palm Beach.
Airs. Venn and I were invited to
attend the meeting of several daN -.
and we saw our Philco account.
Electric Sales and Appliances of
Miami, receive the national first
award for total sales per capita.
first prize in the Southeast for
sales. and first prize for service.
Of course, we know \VMIE
didn't have near as much to do
with these sales attainments as
Ear] Crawford would have us believe. but we like to think we
helped.
We do know our handling of
this client was notworthv. Our
commercial announcer, Joe Worthy (formerly of Selznick Studios
in Hollywood) was a good salesman, Bill Scheetz gave the fans
the kind of play -by -play reporting they enjoyed. and the games
were just right for the product.
This combination simply pays off.
The distributor and the dealers
know \VMIE was effective and
most important of all, that "radio
in Miami will work - --and work
extremely well."
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Albuquerque
Beaumont

KOB
KFDM
KDSII

Boise
Boston -Springfield
Buffalo

NBC
ABC
CBS
NBC
CBS
CBS
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
ABC
ABC
NBC
ABC
ABC -NBC
CBS
ABC
ABC
CBS
NBC
ABC
ABC
IND
ABC
CBS
CBS
NBC
NBC
ABC
NBC
CBS
CBS
NBC
CBS
CBS
ABC

W BZ -W BZA

WGR
\VCSC
WIS
KRIS
WOC
WHO
KVOD
WDSM
WDAY
WOWO
WRAP
KGM R.KII BC
KXYZ
WISH
KMBC -KFRM
WAVE
WMAW
WTCN
WMCA
WGII
KFAB
\VMBD-WDZ
KYW
KDKA
KEX

Charleston, S. C.
Columbia, S. C.
Corpus Christi
Davenport
Des Moines
Denver

Duluth
Fargo
Ft. Wayne
Ft. Worth -Dallas
Honolulu -Hilo
Houston

Indianapolis
Kansas City
Louisville
Milwaukee
Minneapolis -St. Paul
New York
Norfolk
Omaha
Peoria- Tuscola

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland, Ore.
Raleigh
Roanoke

WPTF
WDBJ
KCIIQ
KSI)
KIRO
WFBL
WTIII

San Diego
St. Louis
Seattle
Syracuse

Terre Haute

Television
Baltimore
Ft. Worth- Dallas
Louisville

\VIlAI! T \'

\linneapolis -St. faul

\V

New York
St. Louis
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\VAAM

WAVE -TV

l'C1 -TV

\VPI X

KSDTV
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INFLUENTIAL,

RADIO
Everyone wants to win customers and
influence people. But we know, and you
know, that the baekground for winning new
friends is first to understand them in terms
of their varying local or regional ways of
life -and then to act accordingly in all
your contacts.

Bull's -Eye Radio (National Spot) is the
only kind of radio that permits you thus
to influence people, because it's the only
kind of radio that lets you decide how,

when, where and to whom your sales message is to be broadcast, and what it is to
say in each different market.

Since 1932, we of Free

Peters have
specialized in national spot radio, and
believe us, we know how influential it eau
be when properly used. We'd certainly
weleome the chance to help start this more
influential radio working for you in any
of the markets listed at the left. What
facts do you want?
&

FRE E & PETERS, INC.
Pioneer Radio and Television Station Representatives
Since 1932
NEW YORK
1TLANTA
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DETROIT

FT. WORTH

CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD

SAN FRANCISCO
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MR. SPONSOR ASKS
(Continued from page 39)
dling of TV video wordage is currently
aimed at the average screen size of 52
square inches. Obviously, allowances
must be made to insure complete readability on tubes smaller than the average. but it's safe to say that if such
allowances are not made automatically,
if overcrowding and illegibility result
on small screens, the job was done
badly in the first place.
There is no necessity to produce
TVs written messages differently for
sari -sized tubes. That statement becomes clearly apparent when it is realized that seeing a regular 35- millimeter
motion picture in a theatre is proprotionatev the same from a visual standpoint as viewing the same film reprinted in 16- millimeter width in one's
own living room.
PAUL ALLEY

Editor. NBC Television Newsreel
New York

Our history is showin1,
Tear up another calendar.

Miss Cooper. now it's IO
years that % IP s II.t%V\
PATROL has been giving ils
sponsors big sates dividends.
That's live sand Ihree-quarlers hours a night. seven
nights n week, for IO VE.t IIS

... NEVER

I-NSI'IIN%11IIE11.

SOME HISTORY :

Philadelphia
Basie Mutual
o

Represented Nationally
by
EDWARD PETRY R CO.

41

BROKERS
(Continued from page 26)
early 1930's, began to be frowned on.
Finally, the Federal Radio Commission (predecessor of the FCC) cracked
down on it. NBC (who bad been
carrying the program) almost lost its
license, and pronptl- wrote a regulation into its books against carrying
investment advertising.
What MLI'FB wanted in the Fall
of last year was a show which could
do an educational job for the investment counsellor and for Wall Street in
general, as well as build institutional
prestige while selling a service directly
to investment prospects. No easy order.
Lcw Engle, MLPFB's ad manager,
found it in a package put together by
the Newell- Emmett ad agency. Newell Emmett (not MLPFB's agency of record; Albert Frank- Guenther Law is.)
had built a show around opinion researcher Dr. George Gallup, TV announcer Rex Marshall, and a blonde
ingenue named Susan!' Shaw.
The show was simple enough in its
basic program idea. Rex Marshall and
Susann Shaw asked questions of 1)r.
Gallup. who gave answers based on the
findings of the Gallup Polls. The program attracted a fair -sized audience
and rating. since at that time the
uppermost topic in current events was
the presidential election, and audiences
hungered for details on how the election would go.

SPONSOR
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1111111 11111

At DENVER Western
Fat Stock Show

Notiorw( Mow
Terrace Contest

International 4 -H
Club Congress in Chkago

Doing BIG things in a BIG way is old stuff
to Bill Macdonald, Farm Service Director of
the BIG station KFAB. This month Bill Mac
starts his 23rd year in radio farm service
doing more BIG things for all the folks in
the BIG Middle West.

Douglas County fair

50,000 WATTS

ICIA

vtíbn
OMAHA, NEBRASKA
ouii

Represented by
31
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FREE
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PETERS, INC.

General Manager,

HARRY BURKE
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During the 9 -week test that America had indeed been scheduled for NBC.
Speaks vv as telecast for AILI'FB the Contracts had been signed. and the
first network Ty for an investment program accepted at that network.
broker Gallup was high on viewer's But, a few clays before the show went
lists.
on the air, a call came in to the agency
A kw viewers, particularly those in from an NBC vice- president. It seemed
the broadcast industry. were puzzled that Charles R. Denny. NBC executive
to find the show on CBS -1'V at all. It ".p.. had been wondering (Denny probhad been announced originally for ably was thinking back to The Old
NBC -TV. Had the sponsor changed Counsellor) if ,,NBC wasn't sticking
networks at the last minute?
out its corporate neck by accepting inThe answer was " \o." The program vestment advertising. After an execuI

1

a

IT'S

DURNED EASY CROP
TO MARKT!"
.

-

44
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The next hest Thing to growing dollar hills theniseles is to
have lots of wonderful cash
crops!
Our lied River Valley farriers
have plenty of them-corn,
wheat, hurley, hogs and I 1.
try. The result ? Well, according to a recent Department of
Commerce report, North Dakota
had the highest per capita income of any agricultural state
in the country: was topped Dilly
by Nevada and New York among
all 18 states!
We .re Km"' (If the faet that
non', as for the past 26 years,

our Valley farmers rate \WI)Altheir faroril' station by about
î -lu -l. Ask us or Free eX Peters
for more iufortiutt .

0

ay

FARGO, N. D.
NBC

-

970 KILOCYCLES

5000 WATTS
FREE & FETERs,

It

F.rl..br N.n.n.l Rrn.r-i..wo

tive huddle at NBC, the contract was
cancelled.
MLPFB promptly called Frank Stanton at CBS, who said he would be delighted to have an advertiser with the
standing of the MLPFB on CBS-TV.
So, to CBS the program went.
The TV commercials for DILPFB
during the nine -week run are a good
example of the cumulative effect
of low- pressure selling. During the
first three weeks' commercials, the
commercials were a discussion of the
standard MLPFB advertising theme
of "Investigate- before you Incest."
Free booklets on various aspects of the
subject were offered. The "selling"
was purely institutional. With the
fourth telecast, the sponsor tried something new. The commercials became a
fiscal soap opera.
The heroine of these debenture
dramas was pretty Susann Shaw. Her
problem became one that is familiar to
the S5000 -a -year- and -up family heads
that MLPFB was slanting its sales talk
to. Susann. for story purposes, had
fallen heir to an estate of $3.000 or so,
and was now worrying about what she
should do with it.
Should she bank it?
Should she buy insurance with it?
Should she invest it?
Rex Marshall and continuity spent
the show's commercial time explaining
to Susann the mysteries of the stock
market. 'l'lrcy warned her against tipsters. They told her the difference between hull and hear markets. They
patiently explained everything from
accrued dividends to voting trusts. At
the conclusion of each "chapter" of
Susanu's Three Grand. they offered
more MLPFB booklets At the close of
the final commercial in the America
Speaks series. theN sprang the clincher.
They advised her to invest her three
thousand hocks through Merrill Lynch,
Pierce, Fenner S Beane.
'l'he TV aeries produced some fast
sales results for MLI'FB. as well as a
considerable amount of prestige. 'l'he
\11r1'F11 offices in the TV cities. alert
for new business. were quick to follow
tip the requests for booklets and invest.
nu'tts information. A typical result
from the \11.1'F11 Chicago office) concerned a middle -class resident of the
Windy City. \\'rote the contacting
office:
(

Mel big hire by phone. he told
I.111d1'K'e man] he was farnrahln inlpreaerd
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brand new Hooper Survey of

family listening habits in 65 Texas counties, where
50 -100% of the Radio Families listen regularly to

l

WOAI, both Day and Night

prefer of listening network
orison
comparison
other

Here if
within
WOAI
located
ente for
work stations
and
area:
the 65 county
12:00 Noon)
AM to
29°gó

Ml ABC Stations

All .CBS Stations
Al MBS Station
MI
Stations
Non -net.

-

These are the 65 counties surveyed by Hooper (Total
Radio Families, 320,940
BMB 1948 estimate).

J

-Q4ó6

MORNING -16:00

(BMB Study No. I).

T"

-..,I,

oe..,,Aic

)

°ó

l

%

PM)

X30%

to 6:00
(12:00 Noon
AFTERNOON17%
Stations
All ABC
All CBS Stations
%10%
All MBS Stations
Stations
Non -net.

-----6

Mid.'
to 12.00
35%
(6:00 PM

EVENING
WOAI
Stations
All ABC
All CBS Stations
All MBS Stations
Non -net. Stations

_

-2%

1440

16%

Hooper Listening Area Index is based on a record of
habitual family listening data obtained from mail ballots received from a cross -section of homes in the surveyed area.
The

/o
This question was employed on the mail

ballot: "To what stations do you and your family listen MOST FREQUENTLY, OR
MOST OF THE TIME?"

NBC

Represented by EDWARD PETRY 8 CO., INC.
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50,000 W

CLEAR CHANNEL TON

New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Detroit, St. Louis, San Francisco, Atlanta,

8cston
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ail,

t.l, rvsioiu broadcast. lie .Saut b.' gill
to au estate h, fleet aber and desires
to in rest about
in a security with the
nia in objective. duit, nd returns.
lire] feel
that the results of this contort are good and
there should b. business resulting fr"n, it."
oar

be hezr

This gave \1I I'FB's Le.. Engle a cue
for a further use of the visual technique that had produced such results.
Since the kinescope filins of the TV
show were available, Engle had the
commercial portion edited out. then
took the clips. wrote some continuity,
added titles and music, and for about
Ti";
I

of the total cost of the show

roughly S:-) -000 total) had a first-

rate sales- promotion uon ie. It is being
shoran eurrenth at the 95 \ILPF13
brandi office. in 93 cities, and to men's
and women's civic and social organizations, as well as to schools and colleges. Like L.S. Rubber's promotion
fions made from U.S. Rubber's TV
commercial films. the \ILPFB film
gives the in%estment firm an additional
sales tool at a very reasonable cost,
thus reducing the over-all cost of the
show to them.
\ILI'Fli considers their money spent
in the nine -week TV test well spent.
The Wall Street firm plans further

use of both radio and TV when
they can again find program vehicles
that will do a job for them, within the

limits of their $300,000 ad budget. The
members of "The Thundering Herd"
like to think about the high -salaried
New York executive who had been on
their potential prospect lists for years.
Nothing that \ILI'FB advertising could
do, or that their salesmen could say,
would open the door to his office.
Then one clay, after the TV show
bad been on the air a few times, a
letter arrived. The letter started out be
congratulating the firm on the excellence of their newspaper and TV advertising in telling a story that was "thoroughly convincing and self -evidently
sincere." The letter went on to say:
"More important than nit/ opinion about your
advertising, however, is its effect upon ore.
Finally it has convinced nie that you sincerely
want wry oavr small amount and are twilling to
deliver nee a great deal of extra- ordinary service to get it. I don't quite understand why this
is so, but you have firmly sold are on the idea
THAT it is so."

Once more broadcast advertising has
proved that it can do a selling job .
even for 11-all Street.
.

,

PRODUCERS' LAMENT
(Continued from page 31)

ue have recently won. fans seldom
know that were around.
"Air -credits are dollars and cents
to us. We don't want to seem hogs,
nor do we want to take any credit
away from the top performers whom
we direct. It's just that producers are

You, too, will hear good news

... when

WTAR does your selling job
in the Norfolk Metropolitan Market
Look at both sides of your advertising dollar ...
WTAR gives you 3.5 times as many weekday morning listeners as its
nearest competitor ... 3.2 times as many weekday afternoon listeners,
3.4 times as many. evenings ... 2.3 times as many Sunday afternoon and
Saturday daytime ...
That's what the Hooper Station Listening Index. October- November '48
for Norfolk- Portsmouth -Newport News, Va.

says

Check that kind of listenership and the cost per listener, against any
audience delivery of any other station on your list.

You'll see why WTAR gets along
so well with thrifty folks.
Let us

tell you more about it.

NBC Affiliate
5,000 Watts Day and Night

Nationally Represented by Edward Petry
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Co.

people, too."
A producer of a series of daytime
dramatic strips speaks out this way
for his craft: "1\'e do fine jobs within
the prescribed limits of the daytime
formula. If our plays seem to move at
a snail's pace. it isn't our fault. That's
the way the average housewife wants
her daytime fare. When we produce
a fast moving strip. we find that we
have progressively smaller and smaller
audiences. It would be great to produce dramatic masterpieces in the
daytime. if we could find an audience
to listen to theta. Every attempt to
produce what clubwomen call literate
(la\tinte drama has been to nonlistening radio Homes. Listeners come first
beautiful writing. superb acting. and
imaginatiic direction long afterward."
Radio's producers want a little
credit, some freedom and escape from
continuity departments. They'd like
a big payroll envelope, too.
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Here are some of the veterans on WFAA

.. .

twelve firms that have used WFAA for 15 years or

langer. Thirteen others have been with WFAA
between ten and fifteen years; and 26 for more than

five years.

Cafe

cc1,1d ac

tr t'ee/

1

It t akes "Know How" to keep sponsors
happy. and WFAA is mighty proud of its
renewal record. with 51 sponsors who have
kept coming back for five. ten. fifteen years
or longer.
Renewals depend on results' And these old timers on WFAA's list of advertisers know
that results arc the combined product of

downtown restaurant

programming know -how. fine production

W. Burleson & Son

honey

Interstate Cotton Oil

Mrs. Tucker's shortening

facilities, as well as comprehensive coverage
and established audience. It takes them all to
build the kind of sales that WFAA advertisers
demand and get.'

B

T.

&

B

and margarine

Fant Milling Co.

flour and baking powder

W. A. Green
Linz Brothers

department store
jewelers

Lone Star Gas Co.

public utility

McGaugh Hosiery

hosiery manufacturer

"Doc" Jackson's Garage
Bulova Watch Co.

Represented Not;onolly
EDWARD PETRY and COMPANY

auta repairs

watch manufacturers

General Mills

food products

Proctor & Gamble

soap products

DALLAS

820 NBC

570 ABC

Q U A L I T Y N E T W O R K
Rodio Service of the DALLAS MORNING NEWS
T E X

By
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December selective placement by national advertisers was the
low point of the Fall- Winter 1948 season, off nine points from
November. This is normal. National advertisers do little holiday

advertising via the market-by- market medium. Retail merchants
on the other hand use broadcast advertising effectively. All areas
were off. with the South suffering most and the diddle Atlantic
least. Breakdown by industries indicates that only Soaps.
Cleansers, and Toiletries increased their use of the medium during
the holiday season. Expectations are that the report for January
will present a different picture. Colgate, sparked by former
Lever v'.p- Gilman, is expected to show new life, and some 45
ateotatts not active in December are currently using selective
radio broadcasting.

Based upon the number of programs and an

nouncements placed by sponsors with stations
and indexed by Rorabaugh Report on Selective Radio Advertising. Reports for August
'47 -July '48 are averaged as e base of 100
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this total a sponsor is regarded as a single corporate entity no matter how many diverse divisions it may include. In the industry reports,
however, the seme sponsor may be reported under a number of classifications.
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TV RESEARCH
(Continued ¡rom page 25)
line connections direct to the radios
and TV sets in homes. This system
has been using an experimental panel
of 38 homes containing a total of 60
radio and television sets -one out of
every six receivers checked is a television set, the present ratio of TV
sets to radios in the Philadelphia area.
Qualitative research is being done
by 12 of the 22 research organizations.
Audience Research, Inc., will (lo research preponderantly in the qualitative field. It will survey programing
and audience behavior. It will do pretesting of program ideas and program
titles. Competitive program surveys
will be made to determine what sort
of program can best take advantage of
a weakness in audience appeal of other
shows on at the saine time. Film
previews using the Hopkins Televote
Machine ou selected audience groups
and the use of portable home recorders
for the evaluation of live telecasts conditions will be conducted.
CBS is jointly engaged with Rutgers

University in a continuing research
project. The laboratory for this project is a small city with a population
that runs from white collar to high
income groups. The town isn't too
atypical, in that it is not dominated by
a single industry.
Newell- Enuuctt is another TV-town
researcher. It uses a town in New
Jersey as a laboratory for its television research. The first report, published last June. was a census of television -set ownership broken down into
socio- economic status of owners. The
second report covers buying motives
of those purchasing a TV set, something of listening habits, and interest
of non -TV owners in having a television set.
Hofstra College (Hempstead, L.1.)
studies the impact of television on the
living habits of set owners. TV's effect on entertainment inside and outside the home is being measured,
including television's effect on radio
listening habits. The effect of television on reading habits, reaction of
FOOD EDITOR
set owners to television and its commercials are also part of Dr. Coffin's
B C
(head of Hofstra research) continuing
study. The first study probed the
wearing characteristics of television, as LIBERTY
well as the impact of television on the
IN A
various socio- economic groups. NorthNEW 5- MINUTE
western University has completed a
survey on the effect of television on
the social habits of 331 Chicagoland TRANSCRIBED SERIES
families.
Jay and Graham Research Organization of Chicago uses a panel of 450
television-set owners in the Chicago
DAY
area for recall and broad opinion surveys. The panel will be used for diary
reports of program viewing which,
when combined with coincidental, beMonday thru Friday
comes what J&G call a "Videodex52 weeks or less
rating.
NBC farms out all of its qualitative NOW AVAILABLE
research projects to outside research
locally at low announcement cost rates.
organizations and analyzes the findings.
NBC works closely with
Schwerin Research Corporation, which YOU GET
the nation's foremost home economist
has been experimenting with television
in an easy -to -sell 5- minute show, plus
research for the past two years. and
is now accepting TV clients. Schwerin,
daily program menus and recipes inMcCann- Erickson. Sindlinger (Tel cluding newspaper promotional mat
doxl, and Young & Rubicam all do
service.
qualitative research. They use listener
panels, participants of which register WRITE OR WIRE TODAY!
their likes and dislikes of programs
by means of electronic registering dl
vices These devices, which register
individual and group reaction to programs or parts of programs, are useful
as springboards into the reasons why 228 N. LA SALLE ST.
CHICAGO 1, ILL.
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panel members have reacted as the
have. These interviews are conducted
on established psychological bases
after the panel voting session by all.
Young S Rubicam is making a city wide survey in New York City to determine penetration of selective campaigns and compare the penetration
and enjoyment of commercials in

simultaneous broadcasts. Future projects will include: A study to establish the effect of visual presentation
upon sales penetration; reduction
of television data to a cost- per -1000
formula as teleratings become available. The Teldox system sends its interviewers into the homes of its panel
members with a sound recorder which
catches the whole interview.
Audience Research, Inc., Hooper,
Jay S Graham. NBC, Newell- Emmett.
Sindlinger. Schwerin. and Television
Research institute do special research
on order of a client.
The Broadcast Measurement Bureau
is conducting its 1949 poll of radio
and TV station coverage throughout
the country. Naturally. coverage of
listening to television stations can only
be recorded for those areas where television stations arc operating.
One fact that emerges from surveying the organizations doing television research on a continuing basis
is the amazing number which have devoted themselves to serving the TV
advertiser so early in the medium's
stage of development. Every month
brings forth an ever increasing flow
of TV research reports. Research organizations. agencies. networks, and
stations are paying increasing attention to television fact finding. The
TV advertiser need not go it alone.

COMMERCIALS PLUS
(Continued front page 29)
drives, and sports events.
During
football season, openings are left in
copy for the insertion of the names of
the most popular game of the week.
high school or college. A regional
shoe chain uses weather tie-ins to plug
rainy or snowy weather articles, such
as rubbers and galoshes. Copy is also
geared to plug items that need pushing in the various cities. In the South,
it may be Summer snits; in the North.
Winter wear,
Esso Standard Oil Co. is perhaps
the most consistent user of timeliness
and localization in its commercials.
Its copy follows the weather and needs
of the dealers. If one region or di50

Liston is shy a product. the pressure is
Northeast Airlines uses spots (on
released. If the need exists for push- the Yankee net. in nine cities) c%hich
ing heavy inventories the pressure is feature testimonials from prominent
applied. In the Fall. oil -change com- local businessmen.
mercials begin up North and follow
Commercials featuring localization
the sun into the South. and in the and timeliness are not easier to create.
Spring, vice versa. Esso has a tele- Nor are they the easiest to distribute.
type system set up which connects its In some cases the localization of comadvertising agency with all of its 42 mercials entails quadrupling a copy
stations. The company broadcasts and office staff.
four 5- minute newscasts- The Esso ReTimeliness and localization in comporter, six times a week on each of mercials require close coordination be42 stations. totalling 1008 newscasts tween agency-. sponsor, and retailer.
weekly. A recent example of timeli- An advertising appeal that ties in with
ness and localization was Esso's news- strong consumer interest is the most
cast of 6 January, when the commer- effective. The impact of the interest cial congratulated the new liner Ca- compelling commercial cannot be
ronìn on her maiden voyage across the gained without hustle and imagination.
Atlantic and her arrival in New York It costs more money, too, except when
Commercial noted that the Caronia. transcribed open -end commercials are
like the Cunard White Star Line used. But the pay -off comes in instandard bearers Queen Elizabeth and creased listenership and impact. as
Queen :Harr, is powered by Esso those who have used localization and

Bunker Fuel.
G. Washington Coffee used one minute transcribed spots in 25 major
cities for about eight weeks in 1944.
Commercials featured testimonials
from local housewives-not big names,
but Mrs. Everyday.
Timeliness can be achieved in a
mass market by means of transcribed
jingles. Harry S. Goodman, New
York, has a list of e.t.'s suitable for
use anywhere in the country. These
open -end transcriptions are tailored so
that they can be used for station
breaks. 30- second and one- minute announcements. Among the e.t.'s available are weather forecast, musical
time, birthday, name, and Christmas
shopping jingles. Weather forecast
jingles, 66 in number, cover every
possible cc-eather contingency (see
Weather is Commercial, st'oNSOR,
June 19171. Musical time signals are
tailored for every half -hour of the
day. Birthday jingles cover 365 days.
Birthday gimmick enables sponsors to
build store traffic and mailing lists.
Listeners generally go to the retail
outlet and register to be eligible for
birthday prizes.
By carefully promoting name jingles
in Chester, Pa., (WPWAI Bond Bread
¡General Baking Co.) added 2,000
new customers to its bread routes in 13
weeks. Christmas shopping jingles start
30 days before the holiday. and work
down to the day -before- Christmas.
Procter & Gamble's program. Metropole, which is beard on the FrenchCanadian network. consistently mentions places in its commercial which
are familiar to all its listeners.

timeliness know.

.

OHRBACH'S
(Continued from page 23)
bach with no little trepidation. No
one knew whether or not Ohrbach
had decided to become, as far as radio
was concerned, another Barney's.
After considerable looking around,
Ohrbach's finally bought a program.
It was WNBC's Mr. and Mrs. team of
Tex and Jinx McCrary. Jinx Falkenburg, eye- filling feminine part of the
duo, was well -known as a top -flight
fashion model and fashion expert. Tex
McCrary had a following too, among
literate readers of the American Mercury and the somewhat less erudite
Daily Mirror. The Tex and Jinx team
fitted perfectly into the Ohrbach advertising approach of class at a price,
then costing the firm $400,000 (about
1% of sales) a year.
By the time Ohrbach's had decided
to join the westward trek of many
large American firms, lured by the
business boom on the West Coast,
they had learned in a short time many
radio lessons that were to guide
them through their campaign to open
the new L.A. store. The market was
good. In Los Angeles county alone
in 191.8, 32 national firms established
$65.000.000 worth of industrial faciliLos Angeles merchants. who
ties.
found (for the most part) that the
swiftly rising population curve obviated the need for special sales or
low prices, were hide -bound with
manufacturers' suggested prices (40(/'lease turn to page 56)
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PROGRAM CHANGES
I

low ratings and did nothing to ease
the tension. hunt and Abner, taking

for

their cue from the change from a daily
strip show to a weekly 30- minute show
of Amos -n' Andy, subsequehtly went
to the half -hour format, but not for

NETWORK

\tiles.

LÄLIBKE

PROGR 4 liS
ij

at local
station cost

I
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-
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New Studios
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All to give you
o more terrific impact on this
wonderful market -NOW, the notion's number one chemical industry with agriculture, lumbering and
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....
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Continued from page 21)

By FREE

and PETERS. INC.

In recent years. an increasingly
familiar reason for sponsors changing
programs has been to meet the demands and "needs" of the sponsor's
sales force. Most changes of this
type occur only after a long sponsorship.
The historic reason cited by most
sales managers for this type of change
is the sponsorship by the Celanese
Corporation. some years ago. of a
musical show starring Jean Tennyson.
By a somewhat "strange- coincidence.
Jean Tennyson was the wife of Dr.
Camille Dreyfus. hoard chairman for
Celanese. The show went on the air
with pomp and circumstance. Dr.
Dre%fns thought it was swell. What
the stockholders. as well as the sales
force. thought and later said was
..onrething else. The show went off the
air. amidst some internal fireworks at
Celanese. The memory of it has remaine.I to serve as a reminder I.,
many sponsors who might otherwise
Ii
programs that primarily please
the boss. rather than the sales force
:tad listeners. After l' affaire Tennyson.
Celanese dropped out of radio coin.

Besides. tastes in programing ha%e
changed. and the ratings of Highways
of Melody had gone gradually downhill in recent years. A change of pace
ttas indicated. Rand of America was
tested as a summer replacement for
Highways during 191.8. The show
caught on with dealers and with listeners. since Cities Service research
showed them that there are nearly
20.000.000 peoplr in the L.S. who
have played in a band high school.
college. firemen. etc.) sometime or
other. Cities Service, when the Fall
season eame around, continued with
Rand of America instead of Highways.
They still have what they wanted
musical show. But now. they have a
music show that is getting at least two
points higher in ratings than the old
one, is tailored to listeners- tastes. and
is being accepted and promoted by
dealers.
Prudential insurance Company recently made a similar change. for
much the same reason. \\'Iten Prudential started out in radio in 1911.
they wanted a show that had a "redcarpet" prestige. So. they bought the
Prudential Family Hour. a musical
show that featured operatic type music
Risë Stevens) . and a highly instituI

-a

I

piete!y.

Despite this classic example. such
shows are still bought- and are eventually changed. although seldom for
quite as obvious a reason. The Cities
Service Co.. one of radio's earliest
major advertisers. until last year
sponsored the Cities Service High.
lr Yys of .ilelody. thc oldest continuous 1t- sponsored network shoty in radio.
From all appearances, it looked as if
/ighways, after a quarter -century. was
indeed here to stay. Many in the hicksHA
were extremely surprised when
Cities Service ehanged over last Fall
IL another program. Band of America.
I he reason for the change was this.
With the oil industry going into a

iIighk- compctilite postwar ccle. Cities Scryiee felt that the short was !wing taken for granted by all concerned.
It is hard to get excited about a show

that has changed little in 23 years.
It is men harder to promote such a
show to dealers as part of a positive.
:1

1" I,.s'it e

merchandising

approach

Texas Rangers

Ridin' High!
The Texas Rangers transcriptions
of western songs have what it
takes! They build audiences
they build sales. The price is right
-scaled to the size of the market
and station, big or little, Standard
or FM. And The Texas Rangers
transcriptions have quality, plus
a programming versatility that
no others have.
Wire, write or phone for
complete details.

...

The

f/P.04°
An ARTHUR

owe'

,óss9

B. CHURCH PRODUCTION
Kansas City 6, Mo.
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.
. .. - n the morning

-\

in the afternoon
III

and

(8-12 a. m.)
(12 -6 P. m.)

in total rated periods
*October- November Hooper Ratings.

This business of leading the pack is getting to be

a

habit at WFBR.

And we're leading not only on the Hoopers, either. We're way out in front in
audience interest -audience loyalty, too!
Witness: recently one of our M.C.'s mentioned that he had some studio tickets
available. He mentioned it just once -and Uncle Sam's harassed mailmen
brought requests for 113,952 tickets.

-

Add it up: all our firsts audience loyalty- constant newspaper and car card
house organ, modern, handsome studios -and 100,000 people
advertising
that see a broadcast in those studios every year -and your total has to be:

-a

ABC BASIC NETWORK
5000 WATTS IN BALTIMORE, MD
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
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tioual brand of sales message. After
six %ears of Family I/our, the sales
force began to gripe. They wanted
something they could promote to the
publie. something that had a dramatic
gnality and would help them sell policies. not a company name. Prudential
top brae finally consented to buy. in
i917. the low -cost Jack Ilerch Show
on NBC as a daytime strip. 'Lerch
had little of the "(7lay" of Family
/lour. but he sold a lot more insurance.
which was what the large and aggressive Prudential sales force wanted.
Family ¡lour remained. for a couple
of years. a show more appreciated by
As
the home office than elsewhere.
the Fall season of 1918 came around.
Family / lour yielded finally to pressure and bowed out in favor of the
(lour of Stars, a weekly dramatic
show, modelled ou Screen Cuihl. that
features a repertory group of Ilollywood name stars. By all accounts, the
new show has the air of prestige beloved of Prudential. but has a greater
sales value than its predecessor. plus a

higher potential rating.
Sponsors, particularly those %ho
have a large and far -flung sale: forge.

are often under pressure to change
their program to conform to new pro I)eSoto- Plymouth
gramiug treads.
went on the air in the Fall of 1947 with
a
weekly adventure- mystery series
called Christopher ¡fells. It wasn't a
had show. as shows of the type went.
but it came along at a time when the
trend was shifting to quiz shows.
DeSoto- Plymouth dealers began to
clamor for a quiz show. In mid -1918
they got it. a typical give -away opus
called ¡lit The Jackpot. Almost exactly
the sanie thing happened to Tales of

doesn't produce. They are most often
made because some segment of the
sponsors organization is anxious to
follow along in one of radio's then popular trends of programing.
'!'here is another type of program
changing by sponsors that is almost
the diametric opposite of the trend
change. Just as the trend to giveaway shows was hitting its peak in the
1948 season, American Oil Co., which
had sponsored Professor Quiz successfully for several years (it produced a
consistently good rating and some real
Willie Piper, a dramatized version of sales successes) , changed programs to
young married love sponsored by Gen- sponsor Carnegie Hall, a straight
eral Electric to sell lamps and appli- music show. The official
ial reason most
ances. Willie Piper went on in 1917 often given for this change is that
for G -E, and went off in mid -1918 American Oil was changing its merfor a give-away show, Arlene Francis' chandising policy at the time to one of
packaged What's Illy Name? . This institutional advertising.
Actually.
last went off the air at the end of the top management of American Oil felt
19-18 season. having failed to better
that l'rofessor Quiz did not have the
the ratings and sales record of Willie requisite air of importance of a show
Piper. No new replacement is in. al- like Carnegie /Fall. With the overthough G -E House !'arty has moved growing clamor against give -away
over to :IBC from CBS to hold down shows sounding in the press and many
the balance of the time contract. advertising associations. the outward
Changes such as these are not always prestige of Professor Quiz. even
made because the show under fire though the show continued to produce. had slipped. '!'here were just too
many quiz shows around to risk an
institutional campaign based on one
of them. Professor Quiz had to go.
Evert sponsors with more than one
.how on the air face these problems.
Philip Morris sponsored Everybody
(IOWA)
Wins on CBS for nearly a season before they changed over to the Philip
is
to
its
River
up
Deep
. . . and
llorris Playhouse. a change that is
1058
other
ears in WAIT. As in
Iowa communities*, WAIT keeps on
outwardly an exact counterpoint to
rolling up impressive BUB ratings. the Christopher !fells -llit The Jackpot
The Eastern Iowa audience listens
change of I)eSoto- Plymouth. Playwhen WMT speaks, or sings, or
plays.
house uses name stars. and leans heavily on story material of the mystery Stupendous bumper crops, humming industries, and peak prices
suspense nature. To the fact that
are putting more money than ever
Philip Morris ad men felt that there
\\'MT's
before into the pockets of
were too many quiz shows on the air
prosperous audience.
for theirs to be particularly effective
Come on in to Deep River and the
was
added another factor that eyentuthe water's
rest of \1'AiTland
fine for WAIT advertisers. Ask the
ally resulted in the change. Philip
Katz man for details about Eastern Morris' big promotion push is behind
Iowa's exclusive CBS outlet.
Ilorace 1/eirlt now. increasingly so
*within. 11'J/T's 2.5 Itty Zinc
since Jack Benny moved to CBS and
Ilcidt got the Benny spot. Promoting
"N.
one audience participation show at a
_TCl1.
time to the sales force. Philip Morris
,... .
s.
`n``:...v"ca....
wss
considered, was enough. They needed
\\A..
m... . w.....a.
something in the way of a dramatic
program to counterbalance Ilcidt and
to reach new audiences. Toward the
close of the 1918 season, Everybody
(fins lost out.
5000 Watts 600 K.C. Day & Night
Programs change. although infreBASIC COLUMBIA NETWORK
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quently, because both sponsor and
agency feel that the audience potential
or the rating potential is just about
played out on the current show, and
that a change of program will better
the picture. Such a change was made
by l'rocter & Gamble and DancerFitzgerald-Sample last October in the
long list of hardy P&G soap operas.
Joyce Jordan. who for nearly a decade
had suffered, through clinical and matrimonial tribulations. for PSG, was
replaced in the 10:45 a.m. time slot
on NBC by a new serial, The Brighter
Day. The change came about finally
after repeated attempts to improve the
rating for the time period. Since
l' &C, with its huge list of programs.
tends to think not of programs as
such, but as an allocated piece
time on- the -air. both sponsor and agency
felt that the only way to sell more
of the product (Dreft) to either a
larger version of the same audience
or an entirely new audience was to
get a new program. P &G at the same
time had been considering The Brighter Day as a program buy for some
time. and had been wondering just
where they were going to put it in
their daytime schedule. When the two

f

FOR SALE
THE HOUSE YOU WANT
IN SCARSDALE
Its made far family living, and you and
your family will lave every minute you
spend in it, just as we and our four
must sell it
children have laved it.
because I'm moving to California.
The living room is 14 x 25, with a
solid wall of buillin baakshelves. The
sunroam has 12 windows, and its ideal
far kids' rainy -day play. There are 5
bedrooms, 3 baths, and a first Haar
powder roam. You will be attracted to
the dining room, and the pleasant
breakfast room. Everything in the hause
-including the six burner stove, the
electric dishwasher, the heating equip ment-is modern and in excellent working condition.
The hause is an a large corner plot,
beautifully landscaped with fruit and
ornamental trees. The large yard, enclosed by greens, is an excellent playground, and an inviting place for outdoor entertaining. ll's very convenient
to shopping, schools, churches and corn muting, but no heavy traffic to endonger
little children.
Upkeep an this house is law. Far
camplete details, coil me at Plaza
5 -2000,
daytime,
Scarsdale
3 -5122,
evenings. ARTHUR HULL HAYES, Gen erol Monoger, Station WCBS, New York.
I
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factors were added -the need for a
fresh program element in a proved
time slot, and the desire to buy a new
show -out went Joyce Jordan. The new
serial, which features an inspirational
theme (a country preacher) as opposed to Joyce Jordan's problems of
career -vs- marriage, is already out
rating the older show, and is bringing
in what P&G considers to he an adequate sales return.
The change of program by the Electric Companies of America from the
familiar //our of Charm. to the newer
Electric Theater ( Helen Hayes) was
due to much the same thinking on the
part of client and agency. When the
electric association first turned to radio to tell their advertising story. the
agency (N. W. Ayer) found that the
sponsoring firms could only agree on
one kind of program. It had to be a
music program, because music was
"safe." Their first program was Are/son Eddy, later replaced by the more
popular /lour of Charm. The recent
change 119481 to the Electric Theater
was made only after the member firms
of the association felt they had had
enough experience in radio to justify
the move to a nighttitue dramatic show.
From the agency's point of view, it
will enable the electric firms to gain
a higher rating potential (the time
was changed too, from Sunday afternoon to Sunday night) and a greater
audience penetration. The other programs did a job for the association.
but in both eases the ability of the
show to produce was known by the
agency, and when the limit was
reached, the agency suggested a
change.
Programs are changed for mane
National Dairy's
other reasons.
changes in the Sealtest Village Store
in recent years have been star changes.
as individual stars (Jack Haley. Joan
Davis. Eve Arden. Jack Carson, etc.)
made other programing deals el,
where. Rexall's changes in the Dcrtante- A/oore show (Garry Moore left).
finally switching to the Faye -Harris
show. were involved in both star
changes and agency changes. Some
changes are due to expanding ad budgets, some are due to budgets being
reduced. Some arc due to the death
of the star performer. Some are due
to the changing competitive radio picture, or to a need of quicker sponsor
identification with a program. All
anyone can be certain of is
sponsors will change programs as long as
they have to sell products.
. . .
-

...
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OHRBACH'S
(Continued Irons page 50)

50't mark -up

as well as fair -trade
agreements on national- branded goods.
The Prudential Insurance Co. was
planning to build a handsome new
building, which would afford 130.1100
square feet of floor space in a 3- storvaud- mezzanine wing for a new store.
Ohrbach's. after brow- wrinkling dc
cirions in the New \ ork office and
many consultations with their retailwise Grey Agency. decided to lease
the Los Angeles store.
I

The ads ertising campaign went into
the works last September. almost exaeth wear after the) bought Ili, Jinx!
un \V \IRC, New York. The campaign
was broken down roughly into three
phases: 11) the period before the opening. (2) the opening day, f3) the
follow -up. 'l'he budget set for the
whole opening was about SI00.(E)0.
Originally, the campaign was to
plug the new store alone, and to lease
out the New York connection. At
first, this seemed like a good idea.
since "14th Street" to most fashion conscious Hollywood w(nnen is slum
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CHICAGO

v

HOLLYWOOD

.

shopping. Half-way through the planning of the "leave out New York"
theme. it went on the scrap heap.
A little checking by the agency resealed the fact that West Coast women look to New York. not Paris, as
the heart and center of the women's
fashion industry. New Fork's famed
Garment Center. where a Lincoln
Continental and a mink for the wife
are the palms on the Croix de Guerre
of a never- ending war for new feminine fashions, today makes life of
the women's clothes worn in the L.S.
an(i sets the pace for the world. \)any
a shopper at the New York Ohrbach's
is an out -of -town housewife, brought
there by the promise of good clothes
at low prices.
Radio was used to cover an intensified three -week period, the campaign
breaking 13 November. All time buying was done in New York. all
opy written in New York, and all
planning was (lone in New York. In
this way. the various department heads
on the agency were able to integrate
cops themes in radio. newspapers. and
it was the same cope
billboards.
theme, expressed in different media.
On 15 November. Ohrbach's started with selectise announcements and
chainbreaks on the four Los Angeles
network stations. plus a heavy schedwere
ule of participations. The
plugcopy
was
straight
teasers. The
ging the fact that a "new kind" of
store was opening; the participations
were handled mostly by local personalities who had toured the new
store and who air -gushed at length
about its beauty. its big parking lot.
etc.

No M r. and \1s. shows were used.
chiefly because Ohrbach couldn't find
one in the Los :Angeles area that they
felt could measure up to the one they
had in New York. Tex and Jinx.
meanwhile. came to 1..A. (their N.Y.
show was clone on e.t.'s during their
Hollywood appearances) and began a
merry -go -round of guest slats, spreading the gospel of Ohrbaeh's new store.
About six days before the opening.
the campaign went into the real ballyhoo stage. The number of stations
was stepped up to seven. with the
sanie approach of announcements and
By this
use(.
time. heavy publicity guns were being
levelled at Los Angeles radio. In addition to the dozen or so Tex and
Jinx appearances. Nathan Ohrbach
was set to be interviewed as "Per(Please turn to page GI)

chainbreaks being
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We don't wish to underestimate the power of a Hindu horn -blower but if you're looking
for power where it counts most,

CBS is

your man. The total authorized nighttime and

daytime power of its listed stations makes

CBS

the most powerful network in all Radio

and the obvious choice of advertisers who want to lift their sales curves.
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"RODNEY" in Harness Racing,
Station WHEC In Rochester.....

....FIRST BY LENGTHS!
.,Rodney

WHEC is Rochester's most -listened -to station and has
been ever since Rochester has been Hooperated!

oftheR'H.
has
staples

Johnston ed,_by a nanatty
oll of s P arts
been
poll turf
writers,
tional and
1 Trotter of
editors
the
..Rodney, did
race all year, pt
notlose habitually
in fact,
by lengths.

Furthermore, Station WHEC is one of the select Hooper
"Top Twenty" stations in the U.S! (Morn.Aft.and Eve.)
Latest Hooper before closing time.

-

l

ach"
to each "'in
HECsweepsteRtbree

ester Hooperafternoon,

morning,
evening-and

bY

lengths!

MORNING

STATION

STATION

STATION

STATION

STATION

WHEC

B

C

D

E

F

39.3

25.6

7.0

5.0

14.0

7.4

38.5

27.0

8.9

9.3

11.0

5.1

35.7

34.6

6.5

7.4

14.2

Brood cost
tiel Sunset

800 -12:00 A.M.
Monday through Fri.

AFTERNOON

STATION

12:00 -6:00 P.M.
Monday through Fri.

EVENING
6:00 -10:00 P.M.
Susdoy through Sot.

Stotion

OCTOBER -NOVEMBER HOOPER, 1948

Only

Lolest before closing time.

BUY WHERE THEY'RE LISTENING:-

tir

Representatives: EVE R ETT & M c K I N N E Y, New York, Chicago, HOMER GRIFFITH
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MEMBER GANNETT

RADIO GROUP

N. Y.

5,000 WATTS
C O., Los Angeles, Son Francisco
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OHRBACH'S

NOW!

(Continued from page 56)

5000

WATTS

KHMO
HANNIBAL
COVERING THE
HANNIBAL- OUINCY
TRI -STATE

MARKET

--

I

,_.,.;.: ::. ; '

s:

42 COUNTIES
PROSPEROUS

OF

/dark Tire* Lewd

ILLINOIS

IOWA

NATIONAL REP.-JOHN

MISSOURI
E. PEARSON CO.

c.4±I.La 1A'a>v,T.é

1070 KC
s111,0MG ,MT .ICM
íTMTT ASIA

,.I.

1000 MOTS

/

MT(

You can SPOT

more SPOTS

that are
HOT SPOTS

on JOHN BLAIR

STATIONS!

JOHN

J\

BLAIR

REPRESENTING

Offices

In

St. tools

64

COMPANY

LEADING

Chicago

1.

RADIO

STATIONS

New York

Detroit

Los Angeles

San Francisco

sonality of the Week" by the ABC
Pacific Network. Peter Pringle of
KNX was lined up for a stunt, in
which he acted as a floorwalker for
the morning of the opening, and then
did a human -interest broadcast on his
reactions. KM1PC scheduled a special
15- minute show for noontime of the
opening day to be done from the store.
KFWB made plans for a nighttime 30minute show covering the close of business the first day. from a news standpoint.
Possibly the one place in the campaign where Ohrbach's stuck its neck
out was during the opening day. Ohrbach's reasoned. on the basis of the
type of radio they were using, combined with the basic commercial appeal of their New York Mr. and Mrs.
show, that they would do a land -office
first -day business. Therefore. they
scheduled a seven -hour campaign for
opening day. written and set up weeks
before, to ask people to stay away.
Fortunately for Ohrbach's, the preliminary campaign had done its job
Some ten minutes after the
well.
doors opened. there was a crowd of
20,000 shoppers in the store.
The follow-up campaign lasted
nearly a week. On the day after the
store opened its doors (and quickly
closed them lest there be a riot), the
radio copy, handled for the most part
here by transcriptions, plugged the
theme of "Love that store." The same
theme was carried out in the other
media that Ohrbach was using. it
was actually kidding hucksterism, because Ohrbach's had little to worry
about. The neighboring merchants
down the street, who had sought in
vain for just one teeny price mention
that they could undersell. had to take
a shot in the dark and run big outof- season sales to fight the New York
intruder.
There are no official figures on how
much business was done on opening
day, or how much Ohrbach's expects
to do in its Los Angeles location. For
the time being, these figures are an
Ohrbach state secret. There is, however, an interesting comment on how
much of this business can be traced
to the pull of Ohrbach's selective
radio.
Grey agencyman Chuck Lewin. like
many other Grey Advertising personnel, was there on opening day. His
unofficial check showed that half of the

shoppers were there due to word -ofmouth propaganda, the rest about
evenly divided among the three media
used
radio, newspapers, and billboards. Since most of the "word -ofmouth" could be traced fairly well to
the radio publicity done by Ohrbach's,
radio had the edge.
With the success of the store reasonably assured, Ohrbach's plans to continue using radio in Los Angeles. It
will follow the same basic copy slant
of Ni, Jinx!, the New York radio,
stressing the quality of the fashions
and the over-all low price policy.
Whether a Mr. and Mrs. show will
finally be used will depend upon many
factors. Orrbach's has looked at many
in Los Angeles, and as yet found none
it likes. Indications are that the announcements- and -participations will be
used for the time being.
in any case, Ohrbach's is thinking
now of expanding to several other
cities if the Los Angeles store survives
the acid test of competition and makes
motley. Of one thing Ohrbach's is
sure. Wherever they expand to, selective radio will play a major part in the
continuing policies of Ohrbach's merchandising.

-

Doctor Orde

PHYSICIAN publishers
bought WDNC, the 5000 watts -620
kc CBS station In Durham, N. C. Results?
1000 books sold per month!
MODERN HOME

What do you want to sell more
of at lower cost?

w
_

N[

DURHAM, NORTH CAROLINA

The Herald -Sun Station
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM

Rep. Paul H. Raymer
SPONSOR

a SPONSOR

monthly tabulation

Contests and Offers
SPONSOR

BORDEN CO

CHESEBROUGH
MFG CO
CHRYSLER

CORP

(DeSete-Plyrneufh

div)
EVERSHARP, INC
P. LORILLARD CO
SMITH BROS CO
SPEIDEL CORP

FROHSIN CO

PRODUCT

'

Instant Coffee,

Cheeses,
County Fair
Canned Milk

Dr. Christian

Vaseline

DeSoto,

Hit the

Jackpot

Plymouth
Pens, razors

Old Gold Cigs.

Cough drops
Watch bands

Wednesday
9 -9:30 pm
Wednesday
8;30 -9 pm
Tuesday
10 -10:30

pm

Tuesday

pm
Tuesday
Big Town
10-10:30 pm
Aunt Jenny 12:15
MTWTF
-12:30 pm
Lux Radio
Monday
Theater
9 -10:00 pm

CHURCHES

PARTICIPATING

Various

PILLSBURY MILS

Pillsbury
products

Milkman's
Matinee

9 -9:30

carrying show

CBS

Annual "Dr. Christian scriptwriting contest. $2.000 grand
prize, 51 other cash prizes.
Merchandise jackpot: DeSoto

Send 30 -min "Dr. Christian" script
with contest release form to contest,
N. Y.

CBS

car.

household articles, kitch-

on equipment, etc. Value varies $16- 30.000

various cash.

prizes

merchandise

merchandise
from store

prizes

Total $50.000 "Tour
World" prizes.

Listeners
N.

postcard

send
with

Y..

I

name.

to show,

address,

phone

CBS

Listeners called, must identify tune
played plus 'Mystery Melody"

ABC

Contestants selected from audience.
answer 5 questions. If 3 questions
answered correctly. receive merchandisc prize.
If 5 correct, receive
chance name "Mystery Voice" for additional prize.

WRFS
Alexander
City. Ala.

The

First prize:

CBS.

Cruise around world for two.

All expenses, plus pocket

money, clothes allowance, or
$10.000 cash. Second prizes:
15 trips to Europe, plus pocket
money, baggage, or $2.500
cash. Third prizes: Four hundred $10 bills

Your

Complete 25-word sentence: "I like
large or bath size (product name
here) because .
Send to contest,
New York

Free on request to local MBS stations
carrying show

SMTWTFS
12 -6:00 am

$1.000 worth of DeJur photo-

Photographic contest. Submit still
photo taken after dark. Best photos
win. Send to Art Ford. c/o WNEW
Send Pillsbury product coupon to
sponsor, Minneapolis

Truth or

Saturday

graphic equipment; Camera,
projector, light meters
3 -piece

Rogers Silver Plate
set

Consequences

8:30 -9 pm

cash, plus merchandise prizes.
Weekly prize for best letter

Makes
Ivory Flakes What
You Tick

MTWTF
2:45 -3 pm

Two plastic storage bags

NBC'
NBC
CBS

-'

CBS

Tellslewhat Episcopal Church
is, and what it stands for in
modern world

pm

OUTLET

number. Listeners called, guess exact
wording of "Secret Saying"

Friday

7 :30 -8

Grand Central Saturday
Station
12:30 -1 pm

Duz

Free on request to local CBS station

Various

Sunday
7:30 -8 pm

Great Scenes
from
Great Playa
Plays

Engle Brand Dessert cook book

Sunday

Bob Hope

NATIONAL COONCIL
EPISCOPAL Institutional

TERMS

$18,000 (minimum $1,000) in

Amos 'n Andy

Lifebuoy,
Ringo, Spry.

OFFER

Sunday
8-9 pm

(15 min ea.)

1:30 -2 pm

Silver Dust

PROCTER &
GAMBLE

Stop the
Music

TIME

Department Frohsin's Quiz
Theatre
Store

Swan, Lux.

LEVER BROS

PROGRAM

Complete 25 -word or less sentence:
"We should all support the American Heart Association because .
Send with or without contribution to
contest, Hollywood. Writer of best
wkly letter called, attempts identify
"Whispering Woman." Correct iden-

-MUS

WNEW
N.

Y

CBS

NBC

tification wins jackpot.

PROCTER &
GAMBLE

PROCTER &
GAMBLE

Ivory
Snow

Fashions On
Parade

PROCTER &
GAMBLE

Ivory Snow,
Crisco

Rosemary

Insurance

Jack Berch

RADIO ART CLUB
OF AMERICA

Art prints

Great Voices

RALSTON PURINA

Ralston

PRUDENTIAL
INSURANCE CO

CO

REED CANDY CO

INC

STERLING DRUG
INC

ii
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e

of

Great Singers

pm

MTWTF

11:45 -12 noon

Send 25c and Crisco wrapper to sponsor, Cincinnati. Ohio

CBS

Free on request to program, Newark,

MBS

Occasional
O
i
l

offer
ff
o booklet
of

N.

J.

Send Ralston boxtop and 10c to sponsor, St. Louis

1íßS

super deluxe Monark bicycles

Winner of the tourney receives n
bike; boxer selected as best sportsman also wins a bike; boy or girl
writing best short product letter wins
third bike

WBRB

Send ends of product carton with
name. address, $25c to sponsor, N. Y.

NBC

Tuesday
8:15 pm
to close

Taken

Cook book: New Recipes for
Good Eating

Miniature replica of RCA Vic for table model TV receiver,
plus ring whistle

Midget Boxing

Number

Dumont
Network

WA BD
N. Y.

11

Paloops

Backstage
Wife

prizes

$5,000 in various merchandise

Send $2.00 to sponsor c/o MBS, N. Y.

MTWTF
5:45 -6 pm

:

CBS

Five reproductions of great
masters plus various bonus
print offers

Tom Mix

Lyons
Toot Paste,
Tooth
Powder

and two box tops to sponsor, Cincinnati

:45 -2 pm

Sunday
1

SOc

Three viewers called each week. Must
identify "Miss Terry" from clues. To
be eligible, must write slogan, send
with/without contribution for USO
Drive to program

MTWTF
11:30-11:45 am

Purina

Model. Dill's
Trta wrrn re. n,.... m
tobaccos

JANUARY 1949

Show

Friday

8 -8:30

Send

MTWTF
pm

4 -4:15

Saturday

5-5:30 pm

3

Gold- flashed love charm

fume bracelet

per-

for questions used; contents of ineknnt if miaand
$5

$50

for

correctly - answered
jackpot questions

t

;..

.....

.

..._....
__a :.._i. -.... _.._Lions to program, N.

BS

Chi.

MRS
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1t1-1t1t1.1:
"PON'OR:
(

\

:\GE\(:V: Turner Adsertising

Leaf (,um Company
(:

\sF: IIINTOR\

:

To

popularize Pal Bubble

Gum. Leal Gum Company sponsors

a

chapter of Tout

l /ix'.s old serial. "The .Miracle Rider" every week over

iI BKB.

One-minute film commercials precede opening

and closing of each episode.

mated shots of

l'al

Commercials feature aniBubble Gant. counter displays of the

product. and flavor appeal copy.

A sample free -offer

of fire one -cent pieces of bubble gum. palls more than
800 requests per show.
\\131:11. ( :hirago

ItAI110 SETS

SPONSOR: PackardBell
CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:

AGENC\

:

-

\bbottKiumhell Ce

"Television Talent Test," aai'
amateur hour, received one of the largest responses c,
TV history during a two-hour period on Christmas night.
Tidal wave of phone calls started when emcee Frank
I)e i of asked viewers to select winners of the program,
instead of the nsnal panel of show- business judges. The
response was so heavy that the telephone exchange serving the station was blocked many minutes at a lime. Ove
9,000 calls were tallied in the two-hour period for
total of 11.000 votes.
KFL.TV. Los Angeles
PROGRAM: "Television Talent Test

I

1

PROGRAM: "The Miracle Rider"

=11.,

.APRONS
i

T
results

SPONSOR: L&P. Brown Co.
CAPSULE CASE iIISTORY:

AGENCY: Placed direct

This manufacturer of KoKette Aprons tried to crack the department store field
for years, with no success. When Kathi Norris came on
WABD's morning television air with "Your Television
Shopper" on 1 November, the company contracted for
Iwo spots a week. Two weeks later. as a result of cus
tourers asking for the "aprons that Kathi shows," Gi.mbels ordered 85 dozen. By the first of January Gimbels'
reorders brought the total to 135 dozen.
W 113D, New York

PROGRAM "Your Television Shopper"

.A1'l'1.I.1N1'145

FABRICS

'I'ONSOR:

SPONSOR: Martin Fabrics
AGENCY: Placed direc
CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: When WARD initiated daytime TI' programing on I .November, Martin Fabrics
sponsored the Wednesday slot of the 15- minute, fvetimes- aweek show called "The Needle Shop" (3-3:30
p.m.). Program. gives sewing lessons. Announcements
on the first six programs offered a self-liquidating booklet entitled "Ilour to Sere 1 elret" to those sending in 25
cents. Over 300 requests resulted from the six announce me,Ns-a remarkable response from a new daytime pro.
gram with no prerionsly built -up andience.
W BL), New York
PROGRAM: "The Needle Shop"

B. F. Goodrich Store
AGENCY: Placed direct
(:APSI. LE (:ASE IIISTORY: George Dopp, supervisor of

the B. F. Goodrich store in Covington. Kentucky (greater
Cincinnati) bought a. single participation on WLWT's
"Kitchen Klnb." Cost was split with .Wash- Kelvinator.
Adding $20 to the prize given grtest.s of 11e program,
the Dixie Heights Iligh. School Band .Mother's Club, and
a small amount for give -aways. the participation cost
575. Immediate sales totaled $750. Value of appliances
in which prospects were actively interested amounted to
1.82.;.
WIAVT, Cincinnati

S

I'ROCRA \I: "Kitchen Klub"

'l'111'1

W:1TC11. STRAPS'

SPONSOR: \\'BKIl
Sustaining
(:.\ PS( LE GASP: IIIATORY: When Il BKB committed itself to a (:izrist,na.s party for 500 members of Chicago's
Off- The -Sheet Club to be held on the day before Christmas, the problem of obtaining toys for so many children.
in .short period of time arose. Erie Simon mane two
30- .second plugs for gills from citizens on his curbstone
interview program, (17.18 December), and the araOver 3.000 toys were received with a
lanc/re. started.
retail value of over $7,000. More ice cream, cake,
candy arrived than coed be consumed.
\\ BKJI, Chicago
PROGRAM: "Curbstone Cutup"

I'O \SOR:

ail

Ziplor Company

(.11'S4 I.E CASE HISTORY:

AGENCY: Placed direct

Ziploc bought

a one -minute

participation on the "Ted Steele Show" -one
across the board.

a

day

Spot was used to demonstrate an

For each
announcement used, 80 orders were received. Al the
ensl of the week, the fire one -minute participations on
II 'A1I) had dclirered over 100 orders to the Ziploc
plug

a

leather watch, strap priced at $1.50.

Company.
\\'.1131). New York
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PROGRAM: "Ted Steele Show'
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TiEE TrI

The C.B.S.

Affiliates in

Georgia's First

3

Markets

t,

THE TRIO OFFERS ADVERTISERS
Concentrated coverage

AT ONE LOW COST:

Merchandising assistance

Listener loyalty built by local programming

-

IN GEORGIA'S

Dealer loyalties

FIRST THREE MARKETS

The Georgia Trio

and as a group, by

Represented, individually

THE
New York

31
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Chicago

KATZ AGENCY, INC.
Detroit

Atlanta

Kansas City

San Francisco

los Angeles

Dallas

67

ONCE A YEAR
(Continued from page 33)
New York and Philadelphia, with a
Hooper rating of 49.6 and 53.1 respectively. Sets in use for New York
were 66.5. in Philadelphia. 53.1. Other
stations on which the show was carried
later via films. together vtith the rating

achieved, follow:

ttABII. New York

New York
1yATy. Newark. N.J.
WCUS -TV.

wFIL -'rv. Philadelphia
IA

P1

Philadelphia

3.0
3.9
2.2
2.3
4.4

The show included seven filmed commercials each 1:15 minutes long. Weiss
and Geller, Inc.. Chicago. is the Elgin
Amercian agency.
The Royal Typewriter Company also
turned to video to step up pressure on
the gift trade for its portables just
before schools opened last September.
and again just before Christmas. The
pressure will be applied before school
graduation time this Spring. Royal's
agency, Young & Rubicam, New York,
prepared spot film commercials for the
campaign. A television spot, strictly
speaking, is not equivalent, from the
programing standpoint. to a one-shot
program, although many spots combining the aural and visual techniques
have distinctly "program" flavor.
Of course. except for convenience in
detailed planning. advertising olnjec-

1:
BILLION
DOLLAR MARKET
spread over two states
Take our BMB Audience Cover age Map, match it with the
latest Sales Management "buying

power" figures, and you'll see
that KWFT reaches a billion and
a half dollar market that spreads
over two great states. A letter
to us or our "reps" will bring
you all the facts, as well as current avallabilities. Write today.

THE TEXAS -OKLAHOMA STATION
Wichita falb -3.000 Wails-610 KC -CBS
Represented by Paul H. Raymer
Co., and KWFT, 801 Tower

Petroleum Bldg., Dallas
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tires can't really be separated from the
occasion of the one -shot and the show
or event to be sponsored.
The more successful one -time broadcasts are built around major holidays
)national. State, and local), local civic
occasions. special events of unusual
interest to a given area, and get definite
extra impact by writing into the script
mood an(i incidents connected in some
way with the particular occasion. Even
a continuing series makes use of this
device. insofar as possible, to achieve
extra punch.
Sports consistently draw top audiences. Bowl football, championship
baseball series, horse racing, etc. are
well-known attractions that illustrate
the pulling power of "glamour" events.
Thousands of people listen to the Kentucky Derby broadcast who never saw
a horse race, and who never hcar
another one broadcast until the Derby
rolls around again the next year.
Last August, General Motors Corp.,
not a regular sponsor of sports. thrilled
families all over the country with its
presentation over CBS of the finals of
the All- American Soap Box Derby in
Florida.
Despite the fact that numbers of
one-shot presentations have been aired
over all the national networks, the
webs offer a more limited opportunity
for this form of advertising than local
or regional airings. In most cases, a
network advertiser won't be happy to
have his show canceled in favor of
another commercial sponsor.
Further, events of sufficient public
importance or interest to justify can celation of a regularly -scheduled program are few -and not all of then are
available for commercial sponsorship,
for reason of network policy.
It's commonplaee for hot local events
to outdraw outside attractions. When
Ford dealers of Nutley and Kearney.
N.J.. saw a chance to saturate their
areas with Ford car and service propaganda by sponsoring \WNJR's (Newark) presentation of the traditional
Thanksgiving football classic between
Kearne and Nutley high schools, they
bought it. The game easily dominated
listening in those communities - -- just
where the dealers wanted to sell their
services and promote good will.
In Birmingham. Ala.. the Ioceman,
Joseph. and Loeb department store
gets together every Christmas with the
Birmingham Little Theatre and station
\W \l'I, and puts on a "thank you"
luny' that gets tremendous listening.
Local talent doesn't have to be per-

sonally sensational (although that
helps), if the event itself is sufficiently
interesting. A skeptical electric appliance repairman in Lexington, Ky., was
highly dubious about sponsoring a 15minute remote pickup from the county
fair. The WLAP recommendation prevailed, and the shop was flooded with
new business the next day.
The Gillette Safety Razor Co., has
built its major advertising campaign
with a year -round series of spectacular
sports one -shots. They sponsor leading
events and championships in baseball,
horse racing, prize -fights, bowl football, etc. Each event is intensely merchandised and promoted to both retail
outlets and the public.
The most profitable use of the onetime broadcast has been where they
were planned ahead so as to take full
advantage of merchandising and pro-.
motion tie -ins. This has allowed the
broadcast to lend weight or prestige to
other regular advertising. as well as to
accomplish the immediate objective.
Some ad managers like to take advantage of what might 11e called "internal" occasions for single broadcasts,
such as openings, anniversaries, announcements of new lines and models,
etc. Some such instances have been
important enough to a community to
stand on their own as listening attractions. In more cases. though. the
broadcast will require "the works" to
attract the desired audience. That
means airing the right talent or event
and backing it with intensive promotion.
One -shots can't as a rule be any less
entertaining than any regularly--sehcdtiled program. Documentary one -shots,
both network and local. have consistently lost audiences. not only for the
period involved. but also for the period
following the documentary.
The answer seems to be that program people generally haven't accepted
the advisability of combining the
didactic purpose of the documentary
with the entertainment appeal required
to attract mass listening. In any event,
a one-shot that ignores entertainment
isn't likely to justify its cost.
The fact that a one-shot impact can
be terrifie doesn't mean that continuity
of effort is less desirable. The habit
of listening that brings prospects again
and again into range of a sponsor's
voice is built like any other habit -by
repetition.
But the one -shot is an invaluable
tool when used in the special situations
. . .
it is adapted for.
SPONSOR
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I)v themselves may not be in a position
to develop quickly a daytime TV formula. PSG doesn't experiment at the
consumer level. Before a PSG product, or an advertising campaign, has
been introduced it has been %well tested.
The only way a sponsor can be certain, believes the great queen City
soap manufacturer. is to make broadcast advertising something apart from
its regular advertising operation. When
both the entertainment and the advertising must he created, it's wise to
make building the entertainment a
business too.
I)SC is setting a new style for advertisers. Just as it was the first great
advertiser to spend multi- millions in
daytime serials, just so is it the first

P&G's S.*ow Business Hedge

Procter & (:amble's move to set up a
special million- dollar corporation to
handle all their broadcast advertising
k no accident. For the past several
' ears PSG has been experimenting in

producing motion picture
films for the %isual air aihertising
medium. This West (:oast experimental production acti%it% was incorporated
separately from its angel. and is presently 'er%hog a number of clients
aside from I'S(; %with 'T\ customfilmed programs. The aini of the soap
firm is to (le%dig) a %hie() program
formula which will permit it to operI1011%wood.

ate as ('leapt% as it dues un the day-

time radio air.

l'S(, wants to keep its artiyit%

as a

show producer apart Uoni its )ruduetion of soap and soap by-products. It
is convinced that ad \ertising agencies

manufacturer to make show business
part Of its business. Broadcast advertising is changing. and so is the approach of firms like PSG. mho use it
as a major part of their sales plans.
Expect several great drug and soft
drink manufacturers to incorporate

program producing organizations as
part of their advertising departments.
The% can no longer leave a keystone of
their operations to chance
and
they won't. This doesn't mean that
sponsors
will
bypass
advertising
agencies. but that they'll take part of
the entertainment off the agency
.

.

.

shoulders.
TV Research

sro\sott. in this issue, reports on
the status of T\ research. It a factual report. not an evaluation of what
the 22 firms reported upon are doing.
At 50 me future tinte srovson will

put each research firm on the scalesand check its contribution to broadcast advertising. Radio research grew
on a trial -and -error basis. It has grown
to a pint where its charges against the
medium are larger than the research
charges assumed by any other advertising medium.
T\ research thus far appears to be
a more costly operation than radio
audience measurement and evaluation.
It appears that it will continue to be
more costly. Thus. some action must
be taken to eliminate services that
duplicate each other, that confuse both
the buyer and the seller of broadcast
t ime.
Broadcast advertising in all its facets
must have the best that America's research minds can produce. It must not
be forced to purchase services that are
variations of each other. Naturally,
SPO\soR is not suggesting that the
industry or any group of advertisers
or agencies combine to elirttinate unnecessary research services through
restraint of trade activities. It does
suggest that its better to support a
small number of worthwhile researchers than to buy a service because it
appears to flatter station, network. advertiser. or sponsor.
If broadcast advertising and advertising in general aren't discriminating
in their support of TV research.
the%'re liable to find themselves supporting a research structure that is
more than tlie% can afford and one
which is making little or no contribution to television advertising.
The time to be discriminating is
now.

Applause
A Ratner -Good Presentation

Victor Ratner

is a tough

fighter. Ile

rides roughshod over people and
things standing in the way of a job
that he believes must be /lone. \s a
result. he frequently leaves behind hiiii
a considerable i uiiiIier of people who
dislike hire bitterly. Ile seldom. however. lea%es behind Iiiu a job undone.
\\'bile it isn't possible to credit Ratner with the new spirit at (:Its. it can
be pointed out that the upswing cum nurciall% started shortly after lies retool] to the network.
70

\t the moment when CBS is hitting
its full stride for the first time in network history, he's taking a leave of
absence to prepare broa(l( acting's "allA number of
other promotion men tried their hands
at writing the story of broadcast ad%ertising %without satisfying Ratner or
other members of the runuuittee which
is guiding the promotion.

industry" presentation.

Ratner is a supreme egotist. how ever. it's only the egotist with a complete belief in himself and the industry
he represents who eau (hi the job that

the broadcast iudustr% deserves.

The "all -industry" presentation rates
the job that Ratner can and will do.
Few men would be willing to step out
of a y.p.'s position at the most aggressive network in broadcast hi -tori to do
an i idustri job - -a job that is certain
to be thankless when completed.

Ratner is that kind of a person.
The ..all -industry" prunioti ni is now
certain to mean something to advertisers. agenc%nien. and all who want the
story of broadcast advertising well
told well sold.
SPONSOR

No crystal ball can answer the
manufacturer's question, "Is
my product what the people want ?" No isolated,
one -shot trial in an isolated city can really prove
the strength of a selling appeal. But there is a
way to learn the answers to these and many other
questions:

..

It's

a

an

"Operation: Knowledge"

test in WLW -land

.

In WLW's merchandise -able area, you'll find a
mirror of America. Here is not just one city; but
many cities of many sizes. Here live not just
farming folks and not just workers in the mines

or mills; but people from every walk of life
with every type of income.

-no

medium or combination of media can do
that for the country.

The advertiser who uses WL\V alone is in the
same position in WLW-land as the advertiser
who embarks on a nation -wide program is in the
country as a whole. What works on WLW is
pretty sure to be sound throughout the land.

-

Here are nearly fourteen million persons, in
parts of seven states states of the north, the
south, the east and middle west. Here is a true
cross section of our mighty land.

-

And in this vast area is a radio station unique
station which covers the area as a network

-a

covers the nation. WLW reaches millions of
people every day; but it reaches more of them in
some cities than others -just as a network does.
It gives vast coverage but not complete coverage

THE
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of Ohio

Want a big slice

... $2,300,000,000

Cleveland's Chief Station with its 675,000 radio families

in sales, gives time buyers more for their money in this great market. If

you want a BIG slice of Ohio ask WJW or call Headley Reed.
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